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Abstract
This Master Thesis project consists in suggesting generic Product Category Rules (PCR) for new
buildings which will be in line with the requirements of the PCR for building product issued in
February 2006 by the Swedish Environmental Management Council. The suggestion for a PCR
for new buildings is meant to provide a structured framework to the real estate professionals for
a reliable, comprehensive and verifiable communication of the environmental performance of
their buildings. Typical examples of possible use of an environmental declaration of a new
building would be communication towards authorities, marketing purposes or planning
purposes. This will also allow the authorities to be able to include the environmental
considerations inherent to the buildings themselves in the decision-making process for housing
developments (in addition to other environmental considerations inherent to the development
project such as EIA results for instance).

Preface
The numerous differences identified between the European environmental product declaration
(EPD) schemes in the building sector highlights the need for harmonisation. In order to ensure
comparability and achieve harmonisation within product groups, the ISO 14025 standard
mentions that the development of some documents, called Product Category Rules (PCR),
should be encouraged. A PCR is a set of requirements for developing Type III environmental
declaration (i.e. LCA based). Those documents will permit mutual recognition of rules,
harmonisation of procedures and declaration formats.
The Swedish Environmental Research Institute together with the official program operator in
Sweden called “the Swedish Environmental Management Council” issued in March 2005 Product
Category Rules for building products. The document is valid for all building products that are
manufactured or processed for incorporation in buildings or other construction works. The
document describes the methodological requirements, data quality requirements, calculation
rules, requirements on content product declaration and format of the declaration. The approach
is restricted to “Cradle to Gate” product life stages however the PCR includes general
specifications for a “Cradle to grave” approach.
Performing a state of the art survey started up this work. The outcome serves as a base of
knowledge for the development of the next step of the project that was the PCR development
itself. The PCR development consisted in defining and describing:
- The group of products the document can apply
- The LCA methodological requirements: data quality requirements, calculation rules…etc
- The additional environmental information that covers other relevant environmental aspects
not covered by the LCA study (e.g. indoor comfort).
- Other aspects related to the presentation and documentation of the results.
The PCR should be considered as a proposal for further works. For these reasons and due to the
author’s interest, the document will be simple and as pragmatic as possible. It will however
attempt to conform to the existing or upcoming standards, EU directives and take into account
market concerns.
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Definitions
Design life: intended service life (ISO 15686-1).
Durability (ISO 6707-1, 3.2.5): Capability of a building or its parts, to perform its required
function over a specific period of time under the influence of the agents anticipated in service.
Elementary flows (ISO 14040):
(1) Material or energy entering the system being studied that has been drawn from the
environment without previous human transformation.
(2) Material or energy leaving the system being studied that is released into the environment
without subsequent human transformation.
Estimated service life: service life that a building or parts of a building would be expected to
have in a set of specific in-use conditions, calculated by adjusting the reference in-use
conditions in terms of materials. Design, environment, use and maintenance (ISO 15686-1).
Lowest concentrations of interest: lowest concentration above which, according to best
professional judgement, an organic compound might have some adverse effect on people in the
indoor environment
Product Category Rules: Set of specific rules, requirements, and guidelines for developing Type
III environmental declarations for one or more product categories (ISO 14025).
Primary energy: Energy embodied in natural resources (e.g. coal, crude oil, sunlight, uranium)
that has not undergone any anthropogenic conversion or transformation (European
Environmental Agency).
Reference service life: service life that a building or parts of a building would expect (or is
predicted to have) in a certain set (reference set) of in-use conditions (ISO 15686-1).
Renovation: for the purposes of this PCR for new buildings, a renovation can be defined as the
planned works that are necessary to be carried on to reach again the building performances that
were defined when designing the building.
Service life: period of time after installation during which a building or its part meets or exceed
the performance requirements (ISO 15686-1).
Service life planning: preparation of the brief and design for the building and its parts to achieve
the desired design life (ISO 15686-1).
System boundaries: a set of criteria specifying which unit processes are part of a product
system (ISO 14040).
Total volatile organic compounds: The sum of volatile organic compounds sampled on Tenax TA
and eluting between and including n-hexane and n-hexadecane detected with mass
spectrometer and quantified as toluene equivalents. (prEN 15052:2004 (E))
Volatile organic compound: Vapour phase organic compound in indoor air of homes, offices and
public buildings, and vapour phase organic compound emitted from building products and
measured in test chamber air. (prEN 15052:2004 (E))

List of abreviations
CASBEE: Comprehensive assessment system for building environmental efficiency
CEN: European Committee for standardisation
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CPD: Construction product Directive.
ED: Environmental Declaration (also called EPD for Environmental Product Declaration)
FU: Functional unit
LCA: Life Cycle Assessment.
LCI: Life Cycle Invetory
LCII: lowest concentrations of interest
LEED: Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
PCR: Product Category Rules.
TC: Technical committee
TVOC: Total volatile organic compounds
VOC: Volatile organic compound
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1. Introduction
Generals
It is identified by several studies focused on the real estate that he buildings as part of the built
environment generate significant environmental impacts throughout their life cycle (e.g.
Forsberg, 2003). The authorities and building sector actors are aware of the magnitude of the
environmental impacts generated by the built environment. Among other initiatives, one can
mention the creation of a Council for the Building Sector in Sweden that has investigated the
main environmental aspects associated to the built environment (BYKR, 2001). Among other
dispositions to encourage environmental performance and consequently promote sustainability,
one can mention the comprehensive and reliable information that environmental declarations
(EDs) can provide to the actors and decision-makers of the building sector.
Environmental Declarations and their use in the building sector
Third party verified and life cycle approached environmental declaration is defined in the ISO
14025. These kind of declaration is referred to as type III and gives the possibility to
communicate objective, comparable and credible information relating to the environmental
performance of products. An Environmental Declaration type III is developed using the Life
Cycle Assessment (LCA) methodology.
In order to ensure comparability and achieve harmonisation within a specific product group, a so
called program operator has the responsibility according to the ISO 14025 standard to develop
some documents, called Product Category Rules (PCR). ISO 14025 defines Product Category
Rules as follows:

“ PCR are a set of rules, requirements and guide lines for developing Type III
environmental declarations for one or more product categories.”

More precisely, this definition implies that the PCRs should describe the methodological
requirements for a product group such as, data quality requirements, calculation rules,
requirements on product content declaration and format of the published declaration.
In Sweden, the program operator ‘Miljöstyrningsrådet’ decided to create an umbrella document
called MSR 1999:2 that describes a generic PCR for all product and services within the system
(Swedish Environmental Management Council, 2000).
For the building sector, the harmonisation of building product EPDs should facilitate already
established PCRs. This means that building product EPDs will be modules that will serve to
assess the environmental performance of the entire building.

European and international context
Sets of existing and upcoming standards already deal with the topics of environmental
declarations, building products EDs and building performance. Here under are mentioned the
relevant standards and documents that refers to the topic:
a) The ISO 14025 “environmental labels and declarations – Type III environmental
declarations” defines the principles and procedures for developing Type III environmental
declarations and is at DIS level (draft international standard). It specifies the content of a
PCR and requirements towards operators for the overall management of the document. As
type III EDs are based on LCA, the ISO 14025 follows the ISO 14040 series standards.
b) ISO 21930 “Sustainability in building construction - Environmental declaration of building
products” is under development. This document will permit to realise worldwide
homogenous frameworks for PCRs for building products. The standard is at DIS level DIS
validated final draft should be issued in 2007.
c) ISO 21931 “Framework for Assessment of Environmental Performance of Buildings” are
guidelines for assessing the environmental performance of a building.
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d) A generic building products Product Category Rule (Erlandsson et al 2005) has been issued
for international purposes in the MSR system. This PCR is based on the above standards.
e) The European Committee for standardisation (CEN), technical committee TC 350 is about to
develop European standards for the assessment of overall sustainability of buildings and
built environment. For environmental declaration of product, processes and services in the
building sector, the CEN/TC350 works includes the following actions related to the present
report:
- The creation of a Product Category Rules
- Methodology and data for generic data
- Communication format

2. Aim and Objectives
The aim is to define a draft PCR for new buildings. It should be seen as a practical guide for
further works and give a clear picture of how a building ED can be defined.
As things stand at the moment, it is interesting to propose a Product Category Rule for a new
building in line with:
- The applicable and upcoming international standards.
- The principles and specifications of the PCR for building products issued by the Swedish
Environmental Management Council (Swedish program operator).
- The general concerns of the market and experts community regarding the evaluation of
the environmental performance of the new buildings including in door quality1.

3. Scope and problems
Scope
According to the ISO 14025, a PCR document which set up the requirements for producing an
ED states that it shall include the following information:
a) Product category definition and description
b) Goal and scope definition for the product LCA, according to the ISO 14040 series (FU,
system boundaries, data quality requirements etc…)
c) Inventory analysis including
d) Impact category selection and calculation rules
e) Pre-determined parameters for reporting of LCA data (inventory data categories and impact
category indicators)
f) Rules for provision of additional environmental information
g) Materials and substances to be declared
h) Instructions for producing the data required to develop the declaration (LCA, LCI,
information modules and additional environmental information)
i) Instructions on the content and format of the Type III environmental declaration;
j) Information on which stages are not considered, if the declaration is not based on a full
LCA.
All these topics need to be addressed during the development with regards to the building
characteristics.
So the project consists in defining the previously mentioned methodological requirements for a
product group.
The present work is intimately related to the “PCR for building products on an international
market”. As a matter of facts, the “PCR for building products” will serve as a base for the
suggestion for a PCR for new buildings. The PCR for new buildings will be coherent with the
1

The on going best practices on new building environmental performance assessment (e.g. CASBEE, LEED…etc) aim to
provide a comprehensive picture of the environmental performance of buildings. The parameters selected in those
assessment methods cover items that are complementary to LCA results (e.g. indoor comfort or health aspects). Those
best practices will influence the additional information related to environmental issues other than the environmental
information derived from LCA or LCI included in the EPD.
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“PCR for building products” so that the modularity offered by the “PCR for building products” will
be workable in the framework of an entire building approach. This has another important
consequence for the scope of the study. It also implies that as the requirements for a cradle to
gate perspective are already defined for building materials and do not need to be further
defined.
The administration dispositions regarding the development and application of the PCR as well as
the overall communication around the PCR and EPDs are not in the scope of the study.

Problems
As said previously, the variety of the existing LCA methods developed for buildings and building
products jeopardise one of the EPDs’ objective, namely that information provided by EPDs must
be comparable (PriceWaterHouseCoopers, 2003). Consequently, defining these topics is of great
importance because they set up the base for a standardised procedure for producing EDs
permitting comparability and reliability of the declared information.
Here under are mentioned several important concerns related to the building sector that the
PCR will have to cope with because they have a great influence on the declared information.
(1) Problems associated to the LCA methodology and data quality requirements.
Considering the functions and life cycle stages of a building, some discussions will have to be
made considering the functional unit and the system boundaries of the considered product
group. Problems that appear considering new buildings service product systems are for
instance:
- What are the physical system boundaries of the building itself as a product? Are the
close surrounding infrastructures belonging to the building product-service system (e.g.
shelter for bikes, parking lot…etc) or are the outside open spaces belonging to the
building product system?
- What are the services provided and which of the services provided by the building to the
occupants during its use phase (e.g. warm water, light…etc) are included in the LCA
system boundaries?
- Will the LCA results be based on a restricted lifecycle approach that will exclude the
potential renovations phases?
- Which method for determining the energy used in the use phase will be recommended?
- For all “cut offs” or limitations of the system boundaries, if any, how will the “outside of
the system” be covered?
- Etc…
(2) The use phase of the building is very energy consuming and responsible for a large part of
the environmental impact. The EU Directive 2002 91 EC on the energy performance of
buildings specifies that member states shall define a general framework for a methodology
of calculation of the integrated energy performance of buildings and associated minimum
requirements on the energy performance of new buildings. This is a document in Europe
that has become a reference for that matter. It sounds obvious to relate this topic to the
PCR as the created methods will become a reference in the field. However the degree of
subsidiarity left by the Directive is too high today to lead to similar results when
implementing the various methods developed on a national level (Mr. Barchman et al., July
2005). Since there is a multitude of methods for assessing the energy performance of
buildings according to the energy performance of buildings directive the use of the directive
as a base for energy consumption within the PCR calculation specifications will be discussed.
The existing methods of assessment of energy performance of buildings will be studied and
a proposal will be made within the PCR.
(3) The future lifetime of the buildings can rarely be precisely defined from the beginning. This
concern will also have to be investigated.
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4. Outline of the report and intended audience
The intended audience includes experts in the field of building performance assessment and
program operators.
The report is structured as follows:
Chapter 1
I
Chapter 5

Master Thesis project related aspects
Chapter 6
I
Chapter 15

Chapter 16
I
Chapter 17
Chapter 18

Suggested PCR requirements

Master Thesis project related aspects
References

5. Methods
For the suggestion of a PCR for new building, each
problem area (e.g. Functional Unit requirements) is
addressed applying the hereunder-described process:
1. Presentation of the information found on the topic
that would serve for the definition of the
requirements. It can include applicable standards,
Product Category Rules requirements, research
results, experts’ views or others. This part is named
“Background information”
2. Discussion of the topic and identification of the
different alternatives that could be selected when
defining the requirements of the PCR for new
buildings. This part is named “Discussion of the
findings”
3. Presentation of the possibilities when specifying a
generic PCR for new buildings based on the
previously identified alternatives. This step is meant
to present the outcomes of the research and the
discussions. It can happen that the author suggests
no possibilities. Instead, the remaining questions to
be solved for future developments are listed. This
part is named “Possibilities for the PCR”.
As the PCR for new buildings is done in conjunction with the PCR for building products, a similar
document structure is observed.

6. Product group description
6.1. Background information
In order to define which products the PCR is valid for, a product category description is to be
provided in the PCR.
The definition of product category in general is according to (ISO 14025):
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"Group of products (any goods or service) that can fulfil equivalent functions"
The term "new building" can include a wide range of built infrastructures. Thus, it is important
to provide a clear statement of:
1. What is a new building?
2. Which building types are included in the product category?
3. The motivations of the limitations made.
A large number of definitions can be found for the term building. An illustration of the kind of
definitions that can be found for the term building is provided through the following example:

"Building means any temporary or permanent, movable or immovable structure,
including any mechanical or electrical system forming part of the structure. Certain
structures, such as roads, vehicles, scaffolding, and network utility systems (e.g. gas or
water pipes, power lines) are specifically stated not to be buildings."

(New Zealand Building Act 1991 section 3(1)).

The energy Directive on energy performance of buildings proposes a classification of the
different types of buildings which will be used in the PCR:
(a) Single-family houses of different types;
(b) Apartment blocks;
(c) Offices;
(d) Education buildings;
(e) Hospitals;
(f) Hotels and restaurants;
(g) Sports facilities;
(h) Wholesale and retail trade services buildings;
(i) Other types of energy-consuming buildings.

6.2. Discussion of the findings
A large number of definitions can be found for the term “building” whether they aim to describe
its intended use, its function (services provided) or its physical structure. In the PCR for new
building the term building will be defined without reference to any "official definition" as none of
the found definitions were comprehensive enough or not too restrictive for the purpose of the
PCR. As a matter of facts the definition of the product category description should not state
important inclusions or exclusions which need to be debated later on. Excluding in a rough way
some structures in the product description is not appropriate for the purposes of the PCR where
these kinds of choices are of great importance. For instance too much detail about the
characteristics of the product group could interfere with the definition of the physical system
boundaries of the building (e.g. definition provided by the New Zealand Building Act 1991). For
the purposes of the PCR, the term “building” will be defined through a simple physical
description and its main function without further details: “any temporary or permanent
immovable structure that has a roof and walls. The main function of a building is to shelter
people, goods and/or equipment and provide an indoor environment adapted to the intended
activities the building will house”.
Remark: To illustrate the term “new” one can say that a new building ED is a ED based on
desktop information which means that no information of the building in operation is used.
Once the definition of “building” is found, the product group has to be defined. The industrial
buildings can have very specific applications and consequently very complex and atypical
designs. This makes them difficult to cover, due to their specificity. They will be excluded of the
product category. With that respect, it is interesting to use the classification of the different kind
of buildings defined in the EU energy directive. It has the advantage to clearly define the
buildings covered by the PCR and industrial building are excluded.
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6.3.

Possibilities for the PCR

The proposed formulation in the PCR for new buildings for these purposes will be:
For the purpose of this PCR, the term “building”' means any temporary or permanent immovable
structure that has a roof and walls. The main function of a building is to shelter people, goods
and/or equipment and provide an indoor environment adapted to the intended activities the
building will house.
The generic PCR is valid for all new buildings of the following types:
- Single-family houses of different types;
- Apartment blocks;
- Offices;
- Education buildings;
- Hospitals;
- Hotels and restaurants;
- Sports facilities;
- Wholesale and retail trade services buildings;
- Other types of energy-consuming buildings.
New industrial buildings are not considered as part of the product group.
This definition implies that any type of mobile home, recreational vehicle, boat or tent must not
be considered as buildings. It also implies that annexes of the building such as external
constructions on plot (significant embankments, external car shelters etc. taken into account)
are not part of the considered new buildings.
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7. LCA Methodological requirements
7.1.

Functional unit

7.1.1.

Background information about the functional unit (FU) of buildings

The generic definition of the functional unit from the ISO 14040 series is:

“Functional unit is the quantified performance of a product system for use as a
reference unit”

An important distinction is done in the ISO 21930 between functional unit that relates to a full
building life cycle and the declared unit that relates to an information module covering
incomplete life cycles. The declared unit can also be called inventory unit.
As we will see here under, the interpretations and views of what the functional unit should really
include in LCA of buildings differ in the experts’ community and involved institutions dealing with
environment in the building area, since the specific goal differs. The meaning of quantified
performance can in particular be expressed in a more or less detailed and precise manner.
View N°1
In the SETAC report (2003) “Life-Cycle Assessment in building and construction: A state of the
art report” proposes examples of performance characteristics that can be used to define the
functional unit of a building (see Chapter 3. Table 3.1. of the SETAC report). The report includes
a large range of characteristics such as for instance indoor conditions, adaptability, comfort or
safety adaptability. This approach leads to a high level of integration of the information about
the global product performance including environmental performance and environmental burden
into the scope of the LCA.
View N°2
The Finnish system (VTT, 2005) for voluntary environmental declarations of building products
and assessment of environmental impacts of buildings states about comparison purposes:

“The comparison of the buildings and different solutions must be based on equal conformity and
performance… . Comparable buildings offer equal space and services for the action of users and
produce equal indoor air and safety.”
View N°3
The EU Construction Product Directive (EU, 1998) specifies six essential requirements for
building products and consequently buildings. The performance of the considered building can
be based on the results obtained to these different attributes. The functional unit could be
based on these requirements. For instance the FU could be a building matching requirements in
terms of:
1. Mechanical resistance and stability
2. Safety in case of fire
3. Hygiene, health and safety
4. Safety in use
5. Protection against noise
6. Energy economy and heat retention
Other following additional attributes of relevant importance can be added as proposed by a
study on the Integrated Life Cycle Design (Mats Öberg, 2005). Those requirements are:
7. Durability
8. Robustness
9. Lifetime usability
10. Architecture
11. Life cycle costs
12. Global environment and resource use
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View N°4
Erlandsson (2004) who introduces the idea of minimum functional performance (e.g. Indoor
temperature of 20 degrees) expresses another option or proposal when defining the functional
unit in LCA for buildings. It is defined as a general acceptable bottom line for the functional
output from the system part, which focuses only on the significant aspects of importance to
conduct a fair comparison. It follows the ISO intentions of the functional unit while giving the
opportunity to have variable functional outputs and environmental impacts. Existing methods for
the assessment of the environmental performance of buildings (e,g, CASBEE, LEED, HQE) which
include a large range of parameters, could serve to define the minimum functional performance
of the building product system.
View N°5
Another approach could be to express the functional unit on a simpler manner corresponding to
the view of the ISO 21931-1. It proposes, as an example, that the following is included in the
functional unit of a building:
• Type and use of building (offices, factories, public housing, etc.)
• Occupancy (period and pattern of use)
• Floor area and volume
• Expected service life
It can just consist in defining it only as a reference unit which inputs and outputs can be related
to. For instance the functional unit can be an inner square meter of the considered type of
building or an occupant of the building.
View N°6 - The time factor
Another factor, when defining the functional unit, is introduced by the MSR which describes the
requirements for ED in Sweden (Swedish Environmental Management Council, 2000-03-27):

Functional unit
... The length of life of a product should be taken into account in the selection of the
functional unit. The length of life in technical terms, i.e. the time for which a product
has been designed to last, expressed in relevant units such as years, operating hours
or kilometres travelled, is to prefer. If the technical length of life is difficult to
determine, other approximations of the length of life may be acceptable. … etc.
View N°7
One of the solutions suggested by a European LCA project, Llewellyn and Edwards (1997 cited
Kotaji S. et Al., 2003) have concluded that it is better to rely on the designer’s expertise for the
identification of the best alternative. Then the functional unit could be an occupant, a inner
square meter, an outer square meter, a parking place, a cell/room of the building…etc.
7.1.2.

Discussion of the findings

There are consequently different approaches possible to define the functional unit of a building.
In general, all definitions of the functional unit fulfil the intention of the ISO 14040 so long as
they are in line with the specific goal and scope of the LCA study.
Seven different alternatives proposed are listed above. Defining the functional unit as a detailed
set of performance characteristics depends more on the goals and scope of the LCA as the
degree of subsidiarity left by the definition of the functional unit in the ISO14040 is too high to
lead to similar interpretations.
To better understand the fact that the FU depends more on the goals and scope of the LCA, a
consideration of the objectives of Type III environmental declarations have to be made. The
ISO 14025 states:

The objectives of Type III environmental declarations are to:
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- provide LCA-based information and additional information on the environmental

aspects of products;

- Assist purchasers and users to make informed comparisons between products.

These declarations are not comparative assertions;
- encourage improvement of environmental performance;
- Provide information for assessing the environmental aspects of products over their
life cycle.
If the ED is meant to provide environmental information about the considered building (for
various purposes), any coherent FU is suitable. The building itself as a product can be the
functional unit. Another definition of the FU such as the one proposed by the previously
mentioned SETAC can also be adopted.
It has to be kept in mind that the ED is meant to serve for comparison purposes (different LCA
goal), it is much more important that the FU is specified in a simple “unit based” way such as a
square meter of office for instance. Then the ED “…can Assist purchasers and users to make
informed comparisons between products” (ISO 14025). This also highlight an important fact to
be considered carefully: the product performance and other relevant information (plans,
specifications …etc) are not only done for LCA purposes and are also provided to the decisions
makers. It is consequently not relevant to include them in the LCA as functional unit.
The simplest alternative would be to fix on “a inner square meter of building” as the FU.
However, the previously mentioned lifetime (length of life) consideration calls for the integration
of a time factor in the functional unit. It is interesting then to separate the environmental
impacts of the use phase to the impacts due to other lifecycle phases that are more
concentrated in the time (e.g. construction phase). This would permit the decision-makers and
future users to further process the LCA results from their own plans or known information (e.g.
urbanisation plan, large retrofits involving several buildings) if they’d like to. However, the total
environmental impacts for an estimated service life2 will be declared with the intention to
present a total amount to ED receivers that do not have reliable information on the future “real
service life” or are not familiar with Type III EDs and their methodological framework.
7.1.3.

Possibilities for the PCR regarding the functional unit

It is here concluded that the functional unit serves as a reference unit in the LCA. It is
associated to the performances the building is meant to achieve in its service life. However a
comprehensive formulation of these associated performances does not necessarily need to be
part of the declared functional unit.
The proposed formulation regarding the functional unit in the PCR will be:
The functional unit, to which the inputs and outputs can be related to, is firstly defined as the
entire building which general function will be mentioned (e.g. a building that can house 110
persons). A reference unit which inputs and outputs can be related to can be used (e.g. a
square meter of inner area).
The operation and maintenance phases should be information modules expressed separately
referring to a declared unit that will include a time reference (preferably a yearly basis).
Then the Functional Unit could also include separated declared units for every functional area
(e.g. offices, lodging…etc) that the building holds.
This estimated service life for the whole building (See later on in the document in chapter
”Service life considerations and renovations”) is an indicative value based on forecasting
methods. For this reason, it should be clearly stated in the ED that “the maintenance and total
of all phases’ results - which are based on this value - should be considered cautiously and are
provided for indicative purposes”.

2

See chapter “Service life considerations and renovations” for further informations on the estimated service life
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An example of the functional unit and declared units of a building for different types of
functional areas is provided here under:
Declared unit for
the cradle to gate
phase *

Declared unit for
the
operation
phase

Entire
Building Impact or Building Impact /
building
Building Impact / m2
m2 / year
*(All phases except the operation and maintenance phases)

Declared unit for
the maintenance
and
renovation
phases
Building Impact / m2
/ year

Functional unit for all
phases considered for a
service life of X years3
Building Impact or Building
Impact / m2

Remark: The ISO 14025 offers the possibility to state some product performances, if
environmentally significant, in the “Additional environmental information” part of the ED. Further
information will be given on this in the corresponding chapter of this PCR.

7.2.

Building service system boundaries

7.2.1.

Background information regarding the system boundaries

The PCR for building products states that for all building products inside the system, the system
boundaries to nature and from nature are jointly described by the so-called elementary flows
(See chapter definition) and is handled via data quality requirements. This means that for all
aspects related to building products system boundaries, it should be considered that the
requirements are set up by the PCR for building products.
Then for the purposes of the PCR for new buildings, the main area of concern is about knowing
which building products, services and lifecycles of the services are part of the system
boundaries. An idea would be to use building processes outcome classification (classification of
building products and services) to state the inclusion/exclusion. This is the reason why such
classification systems are part of the background information.

Classification systems potentially usable for stating the system boundaries.
VTT (2005) in the Finnish method for voluntary environmental declarations of building products
used the Finnish BUILDING 90 classification system to identify all system parts such as:
- The structural parts
- The building elements on plot (Code D in the BUILDING 90 classification system)
- The substructure elements
- The mechanical services elements (e.g. Heating, waste water system, AC…)
- The electrical services
- The information system services
- And other site specific general services (e.g. Lifting and transportation, Waste service)
covered or not by the eco-profile.

“Building 90 is not only a series of classification tables, but also a comprehensive tool
supporting design procedures as well as new methods of production planning and
control. In Finland, all parties of the construction industry have widely committed
themselves to the system since the beginning of the 1970’s. The element
classification is used in design, especially in specifications. The clients and contractors
use the methodology in cost estimates of different accuracy by spaces, elements of
construction or work sections as well as for detailed bills of quantities. The
classification tables are also used in planning, scheduling and controlling the
construction resources: labour, subcontracts, site equipment and purchases of
building materials.”
(Building 90 Group and The Finnish Building Centre Ltd., 2003)

3

The service life of the building is to be determined by the designer. See chapter ”Service life considerations and
renovations” for ways to estimate the service life.
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In UK, the Construction Project Information Committee (CPIC) created Uniclass that is a new
classification scheme for the construction industry. Uniclass comprises 15 tables, each of which
represents a different broad facet of construction information. Table G classifies major physical
parts of buildings and can be used for organising both design and cost information (e.g. T40
Heat pump systems or U10 Ventilation systems).
In Sweden, for the same purposes, AB Svensk Byggtjänst has developed a classification system
for including a classification of building products. It is called “BSAB och klassifikation för
produktmodellering och design”. BSAB stands for construction and building community language
and establish a base for the information structure of main groups of building products. Building
parts in BSAB-system includes 10 main groups such as for instance transport systems (group 7).
Here under, a concrete example of the codes defined:
43.DC correspond to “Undergolv” (under floor). (Ekholm, 2001)
It has to be noted that such a classification system does not exists in Europe and is not in
preparation either (personal communication with the General construction unit of the European
Commission, November 14, 2005).
7.2.2.

Discussion of the findings

The aim of type III environmental declarations is to provide information for assessing the
environmental aspects of products over their life cycle. Implicitly, one could understand that
they shouldn’t provide information for assessing the environmental aspects of the supporting
infrastructure or services but only focus on the product. However, the services that the building
provides can not be provided to the occupants without the surrounding infrastructure. There is a
strong interaction that makes the boundary difficult to define. In order to sort out the problem,
one could decide that the ED should only cover environmental aspects that the building actors
(designer, master builder, real estate manager…etc) can influence. With regards to the physical
boundaries, it seems then pretty normal to consider the building parts assembled, all-existing
infrastructures on the site before the construction of the building being outside the system
boundaries. The term ”envelope” is quite often found in the literature.

Example:

The foundations should be part of the system boundaries as inside the building designer or
master-building fields of action except if the foundation were existing infrastructures on the plot
before the construction of the building.
However, regarding the infrastructure supporting the building services, further discussions are
to be done.
Here under are presented the considered architect, designer and various building actors sphere
of influence regarding the services provided towards occupants:
1. Services that are totally under the actors’ sphere of influence: ventilation services, lighting
services and physical transportation services inside the building.
2. Services that are partly under the designer sphere of influence: heating services, cooling
services, fresh water, waste services, wastewater services, other electricity or gas based
services (e.g. electrical domestic services), IT services or cleaning processes.
From the above classification, one can decide that the ventilation and lighting services should be
in the system boundaries while out of the system. Heating services, cooling services, fresh
water, waste service, wastewater services, physical transportation services, other electricity or
gas-based services, cleaning and IT services are further discussed here under.
The heating and cooling global solutions can be selected by the actors (e.g. district heating
versus built-in heating devices). However, the overall environmental performance of the system
will be the combined performance of the service providers and the building as a structure. After
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the selection step, the influence of the building actors on the technical choice made by the
service providers is sometimes limited. For instance, if the solution chosen is a in-house boiler, it
can happen that private companies can select themselves the heating systems which means
that the influence of the actors will also be limited. The same remark can be done for cooling
services. If the heating systems are included in the system boundaries then the LCA results will
reflect this overall performance. It can be argued that the buyers can still specify environmental
requirements to influence the service providers towards more environmentally friendly solutions.
However, in the business relationship, it often remains the responsibility of the service deliverer
to select its technical alternatives. Then in order to focus on the results of the building itself, the
methodological alternative that would be to exclude these services from the system boundaries
and cover it through a set of relevant parameters would be quite appropriate. The author
estimates that a compromised solution should be proposed.
One should decide to include these services in the system. Nevertheless, depending on the
magnitude of the actors influence and solutions chosen, the data quality should differ in order to
focus as much as possible on the environmental performance of the building itself (See chapter
Data quality).
The fresh water, solid waste and wastewater infrastructures are not chosen or run by the
building actors. The choice of service providers is generally quite limited (municipality) and the
technical solutions that they implement are generally not subject to discussion with the building
actors. Some design choices, such as water saving solutions, waste separators or urine
separators can influence the overall surrounding infrastructure environmental performance.
These improvements are important and should not to be overlooked. However, in the ED, an
accounting of these services would lead to a dramatic expansion of the sphere of influence of
our building actors.
More over, the major benefits of devices such as urine separator reward to other systems such
as the agriculture for urine separators (Erlandsson, 2004). It would be preferable to cover these
aspects through quantitative and qualitative information in the Environmental Declaration (e.g.
declaration of the amount of water per occupant). Consequently, fresh water services, solid
waste and wastewater services should be excluded from the LCA system boundaries.
It should be proposed to let free of choice the inclusion or exclusion of the physical
transportation services provided in the building. As a matter of fact, if one try to apply the
previously mentioned principles, one can preside that the building designer or master-building
can have a significant influence on the choice of equipment chosen. That is why instead of
presiding on the inclusion/exclusion in the system boundaries of these kind of equipments, it is
proposed that the author of the ED declare4 if those equipments are in the system boundaries or
not. This is stated in the table 1 as “Covered as LCA or not covered”.
For the inclusion or exclusion of the system boundaries of some electrical equipments such as
household goods, electric devices in the kitchen (e.g. fridge) or other special equipments is
questionable. The suggestion is to exclude then from the system and deal with it through other
environmental information. This is definitively the author decision to exclude these services.
Cleaning services can be influenced by the designers’ choices (e.g. tiles that do need advanced
cleaning treatments). There as well, the inclusion or exclusion of the services is questionable.
The suggestion is to exclude then from the system.
Regarding, IT services, the influence of the designer is much lower. Technical solutions and
operation is the responsibility of specialised bodies. The suggestion is to exclude then from the
system.
From this discussion, the following services, if effectively provided by new buildings, will be
included in the system boundaries:
- Heating services including hot water services
- Cooling services
4

The terms state and declare have different implications. If the verb ”state” is used in the present document, it means
that the information will be included in the documentation of the LCA (LCA report). If the verb ”declare” is used, it
implies that the information will have to be reported in the declaration.
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- Ventilation services
- Lighting services
The ED maker can decide to include/exclude the physical internal transportation services.
Then to further define in detail and present the system boundaries, another approach is
proposed. As mentioned in the background information, the previously described building
processes outcomes classification systems (e.g. BUILDING 90) can be very helpful when trying
to provide an operational methodology for defining the system boundaries. It will serve both for
the definition of the physical limits and the range of services of a new building.
The Finnish system, for instance, can serve as a base for the definition of the system boundaries
adopted with in the PCR. It seams to be a practical way of defining the system boundaries as a
code is defined for each building product or service (e.g. F63 for floor surfaces). More over, the
system is effectively and properly implemented in Finland as explained by the Building 90 Group
and The Finnish Building Centre Ltd. and consequently can constitute a solid base for LCA
practitioners. Unfortunately, such a classification system does not exist on a European level.
7.2.3.

Possibilities for the PCR

Boundary towards nature
The system boundaries to nature and towards other technical systems, considered in the
present PCR for new buildings, should be coherent with the principles of the PCR for building
products. These requirements are then handled as data quality requirements. System
boundaries to nature should be as defined in the PCR for building products. No further
descriptions or adding are needed. The focus of the PCR for new buildings is rather on the
inclusion or exclusion from the system boundaries of the building product system parts and
provided services.

Inclusion or exclusion of the building product system
In the tables 1 and 2 here after are listed the various building products and services that a
building respectively holds or provide as well as their inclusion or exclusion to the system
boundaries. The inclusions or exclusions are based on the previous discussion. These tables are
provided as an example of the concrete approach that the PCR writer can follow in order to
define at an acceptable level the physical system boundaries of the building. This way of
defining the system boundaries could also be implemented on others building product
classification systems (e.g. Swedish building product classification systems).
The proposed system boundaries do not include some services such as the fresh water services.
It was pointed out in the discussion that the environmental performance of the building
regarding these aspects would be better covered through other relevant information like
quantitative and qualitative information.
A first level of detail of the proposed inclusions and exclusions from the system boundaries is
provided here after in table 1 together with alternative types of coverage if an exclusion is done.
Further details are exposed through the table 2.

Building services
systems

Building products

Table 1 Summary of the inclusions and exclusions of the system boundaries
Building products service parts
Coverage type
HVAC and hot water services
LCA
Lighting
LCA
Fresh water and waste water services
Other environmental aspects
Waste services
Other environmental aspects
Internal transportation services inside the
Covered as LCA or not covered (ED maker
building (physical)
decision)
Electricity and gas for all other purposes
Other environmental aspects
Other services (e.g. IT)
Not covered by the ED
Substructure elements including foundation
LCA
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(including
products
associated to the
services)

Structural frame elements
Roof elements
Internal complementaries and surfaces
Existing construction elements on site
Internal Transportation equipments
(physical)
Other equipments associated to the services
(e.g. Electrical equipments other than the
ones associated to the physical
transportation services, plumbing…etc)
Other equipment

LCA
LCA
LCA
Not covered by the ED
Covered as LCA or not covered (ED maker
decision)
LCA

Covered as LCA or not covered (ED maker
decision)

The table 2 is inspired by the Finnish BUILDING 90 classification system (See in ANNEX 1 for the
original table) and provides a more detailed definition of the system inclusions or exclusions.
Table 2 Inclusions and exclusions of the system boundaries inspired by the Finnish BUILDING 90 classification system
Items N
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Structure
Building elements on site
Existing elements on site
Pipelines on plot
Gardening
Pavements
Equipment on plot
External constructions on plot

Substructure elements
Pipelines in building substructure
Structural elements
Foundations
Footings
Strip foundations
Ground floor slabs
Special foundation structural elements
Structural frame elements
Civil defence shelters
Shafts
Stairs
Load bearing walls
Columns
Beams
Floor slabs
Box units
External envelope
External walls
Windows
External doors
External wall complementaries
Roof elements
Attic roofs and floors
Gables and eaves
Roof complementaries

Remarks

Included

x
x
x
x
x
x

Significant embankments,
external car shelters etc. taken
into account
x

x
x
x
x

Balcony structures

Gutters, drainpipes,
catwalks,snow barriers, bollards

Skylights
Roof superstructure elements
Internal complementaries
Internal doors
Partitions
Suspended ceilings
Access floors
Uniform surface structures
Railings, maintenance platforms and
catwalks
Flues, ducts, chimneys, fireplaces

X
x
x
x
x
x
x
X
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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Excluded

38
39
40
41

49

Internal surfaces
Wall surfaces
Ceiling surfaces
Floor surfaces
Internal equipment
Fittings
Equipment
Machines and devices
Special internal equipment
Transportation equipment
Lifts
Escalators, conveyors
Other transportation elements
Mechanical services elements
Heating services

50

Water and sewage services

51

Air conditioning services

52

Refrigeration services

53
54

Gas services (other than heating)
Steam services

55
56

Fire extinguisher services
Other mechanical services
Electrical services
Electrical services on plot
Distribution boards
Installation channels
Conductors and conductor equipment
Lighting systems
Heaters and other equipment
Special electric systems
Information system services
Telephone systems
Broadcast reception systems
Sound reproduction and signalling
systems
Property data systems
Security and surveillance systems
Building automation systems
Integrated systems
Site general
Site administration
Temporary installations
Auxiliary technical work and service

42
43
44
45
46
47
48

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

7.3.

X
x
x
x
x
x
Declared by ED maker.
Declared by ED maker.
Declared by ED maker.
Declared by ED maker.
Declared by ED maker.
Main heat production devices
and heat distribution and
dissipation products
Part of the systems inside the
building envelope are still
accounted
Air conditioning units products
energy consumption, air
conditioning terminal units and
insulation
Condensers, compressors,
pipelines, distribution systems,
beams, insulation and energy
consumption

x

x

x

x

x
x

Steam production energy
consumption, pipelines,
insulation

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Site equipment and utility goods
Quality control and measurements
Specific costs
Waste service
Energy specific equipments (solar
panels, wind mills serving the
building…etc)

x
x
x
x
x

Allocation procedures
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Background information
Definition of allocation:
Partitioning the input or output flows of a process or other product system to the product
system under study (ISO 14044).
Kotaji S. et Al. (2003) found different allocation principles for multi-input or multi-output
processes in the LCA tools that they screened in their study. For multi-input processes, the
allocation can be economically or physically based while the tendency is rather physically based
for the multi-output processes.
The proposed allocation procedure should be coherent with the allocation procedures of the PCR
for building products but also with some other relevant PCR such as the PCR for Electricity and
district heating generation (Swedish environmental Council, 2004).

Discussion of the findings
The Allocation procedures in the present PCR for new buildings should be coherent with the
principles of the PCR for building products. The requirements set in the PCR for building
products cover all cases that could be met in the framework of a new building ED elaboration.
These requirements could be considered as generic requirements valid for all PCRs. No further
requirements need to be added in the PCR for new buildings as all potential needs for allocation
are already covered in the PCR for building products. These requirements are then handled as
data quality requirements.

Possibilities for the PCR
See PCR for building products and chapter “data quality requirements” for the applicable
requirements.

8. Data quality requirements
General background information on data quality requirements
Definition of Data Quality: characteristics of data that bear on their ability to satisfy stated
requirements (ISO/DIS 14040).
It exists two approaches for assessing and providing quality assurance on LCI data (ISO 21930):
1. The approach that uses data quality indicators
2. The approach that represents the overall LCI data quality in terms of uncertainty
The first approach is used in the PCR for building product.
ISO 21931 states about data quality:

“The assessment shall, when available, use data from the assessed building. When
such data are not available, standard data appropriate to the building location from
reference documents may be used. All data used shall be justified and documented.”

Information about Data quality in LCA in general:
Regarding the data quality requirements the ISO 14044 - Environmental management — Life
cycle assessment — Requirements and guidelines states:

Data quality requirements shall be specified to enable the goal and scope of the LCA
to be met. The data quality requirements should address:
- time-related coverage; age of data and the minimum length of time over which data
should be collected;
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- geographical coverage; geographical area from which data for unit processes should
be collected to satisfy the goal of the study;
- technology coverage; specific technology or technology mix;
- precision: measure of the variability of the data values for each data expressed
(e.g. variance);
- completeness: percentage of flow that is measured or estimated;
- representativeness: qualitative assessment of the degree to which the data set
reflects the true population of interest (i.e. geographical coverage, time period and
technology coverage);
- consistency: qualitative assessment of how uniformly the study methodology is
applied to the various components of the analysis;
- reproducibility: qualitative assessment of the extent to which information about the
methodology and data values allows an independent practitioner to reproduce the
results reported in the study;
- sources of the data;
- Uncertainty of the information, e.g. data, models, and assumptions.

Where a study is intended to be used in comparative assertions intended to be
disclosed to the public, the above-mentioned data quality requirements shall be
addressed.
However, despite all the requirements stated in the relevant standards, it is often admitted that
it is seldom very explicit what the requirements were, if and how they were defined in relation
to the goal of the study and how they were followed up in product LCAs. A description of the
data quality achieved is still often presented in public LCAs (e.g. Schmidt A. C. et al., 2004). In
general, this is not the case for EDs because the Data Quality Requirements are demanding
enough to ensure the quality of the results.
For the purposes of the PCR
Program operators specify the quantified requirements for data quality in Product Category
Rules. The data quality requirements formalised in the PCR for building products are defined
using data quality classes. These data quality classes are based on a streamlined development
for aggregated data set performed by Swedish Environmental Research Institute’s Initiative
(Sirii), found in Carlsson and Erlandsson (2002). The reference chosen for defining a maximum
of allowable poor data is “a percentage of any individual mandatory impact categories” (e.g.
“For all cradle-to-gate product data, data substitutions class 3 are accepted up to a maximum of
10% of the total production’s environmental impact. 10% is the maximum allowable
contribution to any individual mandatory impact category in the resulting cradle-to-gate LCA”).
These requirements and the quality characteristics of each class are presented in the ANNEX 7.
It exists others semi-quantitative data quality indicator set that permit to characterise data
quality. As an example one can present the Weidema pedigree matrix (Weidema, 1998) (See
table 3). Multi-user tests were performed on this matrix in which 7 persons scored the same 10
data sets representing 10 different processes. The deviations noticed were minor which
permitted Weidema to conclude that the implementation of the matrix could me recommended
in practice. This should add confidence in the reliability of the “data quality classes system” in
practice.
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Table 3 Weidema pedigree matrix (Weidema, 1998)

Throughout the literature on data quality and uncertainty of the LCA results, one can note
among others, the two following statements:
- The quality of the LCA results will never be higher than the quality of the data used for a
construction of Life Cycle Inventory and Life Cycle Impact Assessment models.
- In order to get more accurate LCA results, one should have higher data quality
requirements on the most contributing input data.
Based on the last statement, Lewandowska A. C. et al. (2004) defined a method to classify the
input data in Data Quality classes thus allowing setting up quality requirements on the most
important input data.
Discussion of the findings
Data quality requirements have to be defined for all LCI data used or presented in the ED.
These requirements will complete the previously defined LCA methodological requirements thus
allowing comparisons between different EDs. The question that has to be solved is “what is the
minimal quality level that could be accepted for each input data?”. As a matter of facts, in
practice the best option that would be to say that the highest data quality is to be achieve for
every input is not realistic. The ISO 21931 requires that the data from the assessed building
shall when available be used and when not available, standard data appropriate to the building
location may be used. This requirement is interesting but not precise enough for the purposes of
the PCR for new building. Further development are needed.
The data quality requirements defined in the PCR for building products cover all aspects related
to the materials in a cradle to gate perspective. For the entire new building, the missing
requirements that are to be defined are related to the transport to the construction site of the
building products, the construction phase, the maintenance phase and the operation phase.
As previously discussed in several chapters, the influence of the designer and master builders
varies depending on the life cycle phase or service provided to the occupants considered. The
data used for the building life cycle phases or services that are partly in the sphere of influence
should be lower than the ones that are directly under the actors’ influence. On the other hand,
demanding data quality requirements should be defined for the data that have a high sensitivity
on the results.
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The Swedish building sector has carried out an investigation with the objective to identify the
significant environmental aspects related to their activities. Here under are summarised the
results of the investigation (Martin Erlandsson, 2001). It has to be noted that these results are
presented and used as rough data in order to have an idea of the significance of each major
lifecycle phase. As a matter of facts, the results can account for construction that are out of the
scope of this PCR, the environmental impacts are weighed to get a total, as it is an average
large variations can be met depending on the type of building considered etc… Still the results
are interesting for our purpose.
Lifecycle phases

Operation phase
(heating and
electricity)

Swedish Building
sector total
environmental
impact distribution
(weighed results)
87%

Material, transport of
BP, construction,
maintenance and
renovation

13%

Sub total

100%

Sub lifecycle
phases

Heating services
Other electricity
based services
Sub total
Materials
transport of BP,
construction,
maintenance and
renovation
Sub total

Distribution per
Lifecycle phase

69%
31%

Detailed Building
sector total
environmental
impact distribution
(weighed results)
61%
26%

100%
84%
16%

87%
11%
2%

100%
Total

13%
100%

Table 4Swedish building sector environmental impacts distribution per Lifecycle phase

A representation on a two-dimension graph permits to have a first approximation of the degree
of requirements that have to be defined for the life cycle phases and significant services.
Lighting and ventilation services are considered as a part of the electricity based services. Their
exact contribution to the total the electricity based services is unknown but it is not of great
importance for our purposes as these services are necessarily in the ”Medium/High data quality
zone” of the graph.

Figure 1 Quoting of the lifecycle phases and major services on 2 aspects: (1) sensitivity and (2) sphere of influence of
building actors
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This graph is providing with first ideas on what should be the strength of the data quality
requirements per life cycle phase or major services. This will be helpful when defining the data
quality goals by life cycle phase (See data quality requirement table).
Each quality aspect is further discussed in the following chapters.

8.1.

Representativeness

Background information
Representativeness: qualitative assessment of the degree to which the data set reflects the true
population of interest (ISO 14044).

“Data from specific sites or representative averages should be used for those unit
processes that contribute the majority of the mass and energy flows in the systems
being studied, as determined in the sensitivity analysis performed in 4.3.3.4. Where
possible, data from specific sites should also be used for unit processes that are
considered to have environmentally relevant inputs and outputs.”

ISO 14044. Chapter Data quality requirements.

It has to be noted that the standards do not strictly specify quantitative data quality
requirements for representativeness.
Here under is presented an extract of the Summary of Interviews held for the project of
“Harmonisation of databases for the environmental assessment of buildings” (Anon, 2004).
These interviews involved European experts from various research centres, universities,
institutions or companies.

What amount of primary data is required? What percentage of environmental impact
must be documented? What percentage of data must refer to the specific manufacture
of a specific product (own manufacture, not materials bought on the spot market

Inevitably there will always be a mix of generic and specific data, but it should be made
transparent and defined in accordance with the PCR rules. These rules differ depending
on the goal of the individual programme: programmes primarily intended for planning
require average data that are as representative as possible and generic data are
therefore not a problem here. For example, MRPI also accepts average data from a
group of manufacturers. If the purpose is to present a specific product, then the data
record that is used to characterise the product must also be specific 5 (Byggforsk), and in
this case specific data are desirable. In all programmes, rules that are set up to define a
mix of data refer to environmental impact, not material streams.
Data records for certain modules with differing mixes of specific and generic data are not
comparable, strictly speaking. There is evidently a need for further harmonisation here.
The fact that the programmes pursue different goals might prove an obstacle to
harmonisation.
Depending on the aim of the
rules shall apply. As said in
comparative purposes is site
average data or regional data)

ED (e.g. planning purposes vs comparative purposes), different
the interview report, the more relevant data to be used for
specific data. For planning purposes, average data (Supplier
are sufficient.

5
Clearly defined rules on this point are provided, for ex., in the Swedish EPD ® programme and the electricity
producers’ international PCR document (www.environdec.com): The sum of contributions by foreground processes
calculated on the basis of generic data to any impact category should not exceed 10% of the total contribution to the
impact category….. Background processes may be calculated on the basis of generic data, without this generic data
contributing to the 10% rule.
At Byggforsk a minimum of 50% of environmental impact must be specific to the product being presented.
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Here under are presented for each life cycle phase some arguments that point out the site
dependence of the new building LCA results.
- Some construction phase preparatory works such as earth excavation, rock excavation,
filling for buildings or soil stabilisation are site specific.
- The transport to the building site of the building product depends on the location of the site.
- To a certain extent the maintenance and renovation phase are also site dependent as the
maintenance plan will depend on the environmental conditions (region or country specific).
- The operation phase is also site specific as the energy need of the building depends on
paramaters such as the average wind direction, the average external temperature, the solar
exposure of the building…etc.
For district heating services, the variety of fuels used is large which lead to different types and
level of emissions. As an example, here under is presented the mix of fuel used for district
heating in Sweden:

Source: Swedish District Heating Association

As mentioned by Fröling and Svanström (2004), for district heating services, a certain number of
network characteristics influence the total environmental burden of the delivered service. Among
others the ground conditions, the pipe system layout, the type of system solution, the demands
from customer etc will make a nearly infinite numbers of variations possible.
The site dependence of the environmental burden generated by the district heating as a heating
solution is therefore quite obvious.
The same remark is valid for district cooling.
If one aims to provide representative results in the ED, one has to use specific data.
Discussion of the findings
It is pointed out by experts (See the background information) that the requirements on data
representativeness depend on the prirorities set up by the program operators. In the framework
of the suggestion for a PCR for new buildings, the requirements are based on the author
findings and discussions rather than on program operator objectives.
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A relative coherence with the PCR for building product on an international market should still be
respected.
The background information presented with regards to the site-dependence of the LCA results
should lead to define demanding data quality requirements regarding representativeness. Still a
significant part of the reasons that would justify (e.g. services considered) are partly outside the
sphere of influence of the designer or other building actors. The use of average data versus
specific data for district heating for instance will not harm the credibility of the EDs results since
it is declared. And the results will still reflect the choice of the designers or involved actors that
selected district heating as a solution.
It could be argued that the LCA results shouldn’t be “punished” by present or future choices
made by the service suppliers would they be more environmental sound or not. As the choice
could be further discussed without any guarantee of outcome, it is suggested that in the PCR for
new buildings two options should be proposed:
- A site-specific ED based on site-specific data. An important proportion of data class 1 and 2
for representativness would be demanded.
- A non site-specific ED based on average or generic data. Data class 3 would be allowed up
to a certain level. Example of application: pre-fabricated house.
Remark: With regards to the non site-specific ED option, the data quality requirements class 3
(Other data, which are assumed to be a conservative estimate of the actual data, are used) for
the transport to site of building products, could be a supplier average distance to building site if
the manufacturing site is in the same country.
Possibilities for the PCR
The results are presented in the table “Suggested data quality requirements of the PCR for new
buildings” (See ANNEX 8).
Generic data sources have to be provided in the formal PCR for new buildings (Not treated in
the present document).

8.2.

Completeness/precision/Consistent allocation method

Background information
Completeness is the percentage of flow that is measured or estimated (ISO 14044).
Precision is the measure of the variability of the data values for each data expressed (ISO
14044).
Consistency: qualitative assessment of how uniformly the study methodology is applied to the
various components of the analysis (ISO 14044).
The table “Data quality requirements of the PCR for building products “ of ANNEX 7 is
summarising the PCR for building requirements for completeness, precision and Consistent
allocation method.
Discussion of the findings
The level of requirement on completeness, precision or consistent allocation method should vary
from a phase to another according to the general principles for determining Data Quality
Requirements previously presented in Figure 1. The requirements on Data Quality precision
should be high for the operation phase and lower in the other considered phases.
Possibilities for the PCR
The results are presented in the table “Suggested data quality requirements of the PCR for new
buildings” (See ANNEX 8).
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8.3.

Cut off decisions on limitations to system boundaries

For the purpose of the PCR one should consider the following statement about cut-offs:

“In the development of Type III environmental declarations all relevant
environmental aspects of the product throughout its life cycle shall be taken into
consideration and become part of the declaration. If the aspects considered to be
relevant do not cover the full life cycle then this shall be stated.” (ISO 14025)
In other terms, all phases should be accounted but if some are omitted it should be stated. It is
consequently important to discuss the cut offs done in the different lifecycle phases if some are
accepted.
Supply of building products phase

Background information
“Perhaps the most important area of application for a building ED is as a modular
information source for an entire buidling or construction. The modularity in this case
means that the entire building or construction work’s environemental impact can be
calculated by adding up the LCA results from the different building products used in
the ED.”
PCR for building product on an international market

The PCR for building product define requirements for “cradle to gate” LCAs. The building
product EDs does not include transport to the construction site.

Discussion of the findings
To cover this phase as LCA, the ED maker can use the building product EDs and various
data on transportation. The use of building products EDs is simple and reliable if they follow
the requirements of the PCR for building products.

Possibility for the PCR
No cut off should be done for this phase. The accounting of the environmental burden of
building products, services and energy use is performed as far as possible using environmental
declaration to take advantage of their modularity. Transportation on the building site is to be
accounted. Parts and materials, services and energy use not included in the LCA shall comply
with the data quality requirements (See cut-off decision on data gap chapter) be justified and
documented.
The construction phase of the building

Background information
From the screening of LCA methodologies for buildings done by the SETAC (Kotaji S. et Al..
2003)., it has been notices that:
- All energy consumption during this phase is gennerally accounted.
- The construction equipment are accounted.
- Transport to site of equipment and personnel is not not acocunted.
- Construction waste is generally also included as well as materials losses during the phase
that can be significant.

Discussion of the findings
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The construction phase involves personal, equipment and associated energy demands. The only
cut offs that should be admitted concern the transport to site of equipment and personnel.

Possibility for the PCR
There are few cut-off suggested for this phase. The recommendation is that:
- All energy consumptions during the phase are accounted.
- The construction equipment are accounted
- Construction waste is included as well as materials losses during the phase that can be
significant.
- Transport to site of equipment and personnel is not acocunted.
Remark:
The construction phase will also include when relevant:
- Earth excavation for buildings
- Rock excavation for buildings
- Filling for buildings
- Soil stabilisation
The operation phase

Background information
The operation phase will include the processes associated to the major following services (See
chapter ”System Boundaries”).
The contribution of the operation phase to the LCA results is high due to the important energy
consumption.
The building product do emit substances to air and water during the use phase. The emissions
to air in particular during the use phase of the building are subject to discussions in the LCA
community (See corresponding chapter ”emissions from the building during the use phase” and
sugestions of Mark AJ Huijbregts et al. (2005)).

Discussion of the findings
For the purposes of the PCR, one cut-off is suggested: emissions to air and water from the
building products will be handled as qualitative and quatitative informations (see corresponding
chapter).

Possibility for the PCR
Emissions to air and water from the building products will be handled as other environmental
informations (See corresponding chapter ”emissions from the building during the use phase”).
The maintenance phase

Background information
A definition of renovation and maintenance has already been stated in the chapter Service life
considerations.
As said in the chapter “Calculation rules for maintenance”, the maintenance strategies might not
be known by the ED maker nor involved designers as it is generally the estate manager that
carries out the maintenance.

Discussion of the findings
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It is likely that the maintenance phase includes a large number of small operations making the
inclusion of all activities complex to carry on. Some of the maintenance operations will not have
a significant impact compared to the whole LCA environmental impacts. The accepted cut off
should take this into account and refer to the environmental impacts of the maintenance phase.
In order to simplify the calculations and focus on the essential of the maintenance activities, it is
proposed to include in the maintenance of the followings:
- all external building materials
- windows
- roofing
- floorings
- All electric included in the system boundaries
- Heating and/or cooling systems
- Ventilation systems
- water and sanitation installations
All other maintenance activities should be excluded.

Possibility for the PCR
It is proposed to include in the maintenance of the followings:
- all external building materials
- windows
- roofing
- floorings
- All electric included in the system boundaries
- Heating and/or cooling systems
- Ventilation systems
- Heating, water and sanitation installations
All other maintenance activities should be excluded.
The end of life

Background information
In order to cover this phase as LCA, scenario settings have to be created for the building
products. The PCR for building products when dealing with guidelines to a building application
(full life cycle) proposes to provide LCIA results for a panel of scenarios alternatives.
Here under are presented alternative solutions to cover this phase as non-LCA.
The EPD system approach: a recycling declaration
The EPD system provides a PCR guide, which may facilitate and harmonise the work to prepare
PCR. This guide proposes to add in the PCR, as an option, a recycling declaration in order to
“Describe important and environmentally beneficial aspects of the product with regard to
recycling and reuse which not have been able to cover in other parts of the EPD”.
It is also suggested in the guide for developing PCR, that the declaration may also include
information about the dismantling of products and reuse of materials and products, e.g. in the
form of:
- Information on suitable procedures for recovery of selected parts of the entire products, e.g.
how composite materials could appropriately be separated.
- Information on a suitable method for reuse of the product (or parts of the product) and the
proper handling of the product as waste at the end of its life cycle.
The “recyclability rating” approach
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It also exists recyclability ratings that are based on the technical feasibility of recycling the
material and existing markets for remanufacturing a part (Otto et al. 2001). However, such a
recyclability rating system has not been found for building products. It could be the intention of
further studies. Parameters, used for such a rating system, would be as suggested by Timothy
G. Gutowski in the following table:

Table 5 Materials recyclibility classes proposed by Otto et. Al. 2001

The material fractions approach
Another possibility would be to propose to declare in the ED the various fractions of the building
products or building product parts assembled in the new building. This in order to provide a
clear visibility on the possible waste treatments of the used materials. The classes that could be
proposed are:
- recyclable
- to landfill
- energy recovery material
- waste treatment required (not usable as fuel without a first treatment or to be incinerated)
- reusable
- inert material

Discussion of the findings
It is difficult due to the unknown or long lifetimes of the buildings to forecast reliable waste
handling scenarios for building products. Then, the objective that is to provide accurate
information that is not misleading (ISO requirement) may not be met if the end of life and
potential extension or renovation life cycle stages are covered in the ED as part of the LCA
results. It can also represent a huge amount of work to create and handle different scenarios for
the various building products. However, this life cycle shouldn’t be left over in the ED as the
amount of wasted materials from the building sector is significant in the EU countries.
Thus, whatever the considerations about the forecasted recycling techniques that will be
available in the future, the minimum that can be expected by the future generations regarding
the building products integrated in the new building is:
The knowledge of the various fractions of future waste production and their possible handling at
the end of the life cycle (suitable procedures for recovery of recyclable parts or suitable method
for reuse of the building products integrated in the building for instance)
The proposal could be that the end of life of the building should be accounted while the
management of the waste produced should not be accounted. This imply that the dismantling is
in the system and that a general cut off is done for all activities related to the waste handling
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after this sub-phase. The generated waste is then declared as LCI data (going out of the
system) throughout the various material fractions previously presented.

Possibility for the PCR
The proposition is that the end of line of the building is accounted. However, the management
of the waste produced after the dismantling sub-phase should not be accounted. The cut off of
all activities occurring downstream the dismantling phase implies that the waste produced will
be declared as LCI data.
It is suggested to declare the waste produced by the dismantling phase (LCI data) through the
following various fractions:
- Recyclable
- to landfill
- energy recovery material
- waste treatment required (not usable as fuel without a first treatment or to be incinerated)
- reusable
- inert
The proper handling of the building at the end of its life cycle should also be declared. For
instance:
- Information on suitable procedures for recovery of recyclable parts of the building products
integrated in the building should be provided.
- Information on a suitable method for reuse of the building products (or parts of the
products) should be provided.
Summary
After defining the system boundaries and cut off decisions to system boundaries, it sounds
interesting to present a summary of the recommendations done. The declaration is based on a
full LCA and the proposal is to apply the following coverage:
Life cycle phase
Supply of building products
Construction of the building
Operation of the building
Maintenance of the building
End of life of the building (dismantling…etc)

Covered in the ED as
LCIA results reported in the ED.
LCIA results reported in the ED.
LCIA results reported in the ED.
LCIA results reported in the ED.
LCIA and LCI results reported in the ED.

Table 6 Life cycle phases coverage in the ED

8.4.

Cut-off decisions on data gaps

Background information
The PCR for building products states that data gaps can be done for some products or services
when data, compliant to the requirements, are missing. The acceptable cut off levels are defined
as follows (direct cut-offs):

“A cut-off rule that is used for goods is that data gap less than 1 weight % of the
final product is acceptable.
For services, the cut-off rule for omitted life services has to be subjectively estimated.
This cut-off rule states that all services or activities that are omitted in the life cycle
inventory shall not exceed 1% of the total environmental impact for any individual
impact category.”

PCR for building products on an international market

It is also stated in the chapter “Cut-off documentation” in the same document:
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“A cut-off that limits the scope of the inventory of a product system will be reported
in the LCI as residue and refined resource, respectively, according to the
nomenclature utilised here. This approach enables a receiver of such an LCI profile to
add these missing process steps, if the data is available for this practitioner. Refined
resources have to be divided in to goods, energy and services to verify data quality
requirements and calculation rules.”

PCR for building product on an international market

Discussion of the findings
Regarding the products, the same requirements as the ones included in the PCR for building
product shall be accepted (e.g. A cut-off rule that is used for goods is that data gap less than 1
weight % of the final product is acceptable). Maintaining this 1% rule is fair and shouldn’t be
too demanding and provide sufficient ensure in the quality of the results.
Reminder of the services included in the system boundaries:
- Heating, cooling and hot water services
- Lighting services
- Optionally physical transportation services inside the building
Considering the services, it is not appropriate to accept full cut-offs. However, if the inventory
data associated to these services are unknown or not available, the following suggestions could
be done:
“All activities that are omitted in the life cycle inventory shall not exceed 1% of the
environmental impact of the considered life cycle phase for any individual impact category.“
This should ensure a limited number of omissions in the total energy need calculations to be
done thus strengthening the value of the final results.

Documentation
When a cut-off is done, it is stated in the PCR for building product on an international market
that the cut off will be reported in the LCI as residue and refined resource. This requirement will
be taken up in the PCR for new buildings and refined resource will be divided into:
- Building products or goods.
- Services or part of omitted services (e.g. energy for lighting the garage).
Possibilities for the PCR
The cut-off rule recommended is that building products or goods data gap should be less than 1
% in weight of the final building. Regarding the services, all activities (equipment use or energy
use) that are omitted in the life cycle inventory shall not exceed 1% of the total environmental
impact for any individual impact category.
Remark: The cut offs done during the total energy need calculations and their insignificance
with regards to the total energy need shall be explained in the LCA report.
Instructions for the documentation of data gaps:
Activities or products not included in the inventory are documented in the LCA and reported in
the ED. The cut-offs done will be reported in the LCI as “residue and refined resource”. Refined
resources are to be divided into:
- Building products or goods.
- Services or part of services omitted services.

8.5.

Technology and geographical coverage

Background information
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Geographical coverage is the geographical area from which data for unit processes should be
collected to satisfy the goal of the study. Technology coverage is the specific technology or
technology mix implemented(ISO 14044).

A technology coverage description shall be included if a specific technology or
technology mix is used that is characteristic for the specific building product.
Geographical coverage shall be included if a specific geographical area is
characteristic for the specific building product and has been used to collect LCA data
for the main process and the upstream processes.

PCR for building products on an international market

Discussion of the findings
A building is embedded in a global infrastructure. The quality of the services provided and the
environmental burden produced are intimately related to where the building has been
constructed. Thus most of the LCA data are related to the location of the building. Depending on
the nature of the ED (site specific or not), the requirements should vary.
For a site specific ED, one should expect a geographical coverage that provides sufficient
background information for a clear understanding of the life cycle phases content and the
sources of the LCA data.
For a non site-specific ED, the requirements of the PCR for building products could be taken up
directly: “Geographical coverage shall be included if a specific geographical area is characteristic

for the specific building and has been used to collect LCA data for the main process and the
upstream processes.”

Possibilities for the PCR
The results are presented in the table “Suggested data quality requirements of the PCR for new
buildings” (See ANNEX 8).

8.6.

Time related coverage

Background information
Time-related coverage is the age of data and the minimum length of time over which data
should be collected (ISO 14044).

Foreground data should not be older than two years. Use of background data older
than five years should be motivated and documented in the LCA.

PCR for building products on an international market

The Swedish Environmental Management Council (program operator in Sweden) specified that
the EDs should be valid for a period of time of two years.
Discussion of the findings
The operation and “maintenance and renovation” phases are likely to last for more than 20
years. For certain types of buildings such as family houses, the activities operated in the house
or the management of the house will not change in a period of time of two years. For
commercial buildings, some changes might appear in the two years period of time that justify
applying such a short period of validity. So the suggestion will be done according to the type of
building.
For the following types of buildings, EDs should be valid for a period of time of five years:
- Single-family houses of different types;
- Apartment blocks;
- Education buildings;
- Hospitals;
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-

Sports facilities;

For
-

the following types of buildings, EDs should be valid for a period of time of two years:
Offices;
Hotels and restaurants;
Wholesale and retail trade services buildings;
Other types of energy-consuming buildings.

For the “cradle to gate” phase, the requirements of the PCR for building products on an
international market could be taken up.
For the operation phase, depending on the time period the ED is valid, the use of foreground
data is accepted up to 2 or 5 years. The use of background data older than two years should be
motivated and documented in the LCA.
Possibilities for the PCR
The results are presented in the table “Suggested data quality requirements of the PCR for new
buildings” (See ANNEX 8).6

9. Calculation rules
9.1.
9.1.1.

Calculations
Service life considerations and suggested methods for the maintenance
and renovation

Background information on Service life and renovations
The maintenance and renovations routine can be carried out according to the following
maintenance strategies:
- The building materials are changed on a regular basis according to a maintenance plan
- The materials are exchanged when their service life is met.
The maintenance strategies might not be known by the ED maker nor involved designers as it is
generally the estate manager that carries out the maintenance. A focus is done hereafter on the
service life estimations.

The service life is the period of time after installation during which a building or its part meets or
exceed the performance requirements (ISO 15686-1). This, when the care and maintenance are
performed according to the maintenance dispositions planned.

First alternative

6
A related topic is the duration of validity of the ED. For the following types of buildings, EDs should be valid for a
period of time of five years:
Single-family houses of different types;
Apartment blocks;
Education buildings;
Hospitals;
Sports facilities;

For the following types of buildings, EDs should be valid for a period of time of two years:
Offices;
Hotels and restaurants;
Wholesale and retail trade services buildings;
Other types of energy-consuming buildings.
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Experience shows that the end of life of the building can occur in a period varying from 25 to
500 years to the construction phase (M. Erlandson, 2003). Numbers of researches have been
undertaken on this topic (Per Gunnar c, 1999, Åsa Rimjö, 2003, Marteinsson, 2003). As pointed
out by Per Gunnar Burström, the lifetime of building products is not a material characteristic but
rather a function of the way the material is used in reality. Per Gunnar Burström undertook
researches in order to estimate the service lives of various types of building products. He
created a simple and foreseeable system where an approximation of materials lifetimes in
different environments are provided (use of correcting factor for aggressive environments).

Second alternative
An alternative to forecast the building and building products lifetimes is the so-called factor
method. The factor method (ISO 15686-1 and ISO 15686-2) is a method that permits to
determine the estimated service life of a building or building products from reference service
lives by accounting the effect of various factors. Examples of factors taken into account are the
“Quality of components” or the “outdoor environment”. This estimated service life could be
calculated and used for the purposes of the PCR for new buildings. The standard does not give
specific values for the factors. The designer has to decide the factor values.

Other alternatives
Others possibilities for assessing service life are to use the following information:
- Service life of building products based on experience or conditions surveys
- Maintenance intervals based on experience
- Information gained from testing materials and components, in accelerated or long time
tests.
(Marteinsson, 2003).

Product associated to the services
The manufacturers of the products associated to the services such as heater, cooler etc…
provide estimated lifetimes under proper maintenance conditions that can be used for the
elaboration of maintenance and renovation scenarios.

Concerns
The service life definition in general is currently debated. The Council of European Producers of
Materials for Construction said with regards to the aspects related to EPD for building materials
in the last draft of the ISO/DIS 21930 “Sustainability in building construction -- Environmental
declaration of building products”:

The concept of Reference Service Life RSL as it is defined in ISO is not clear. There is a
need for a more accurate definition (documented Service Life?). There is also a need
for clarification on what would contain the “black box” between Reference Service Life
(RSL) and Estimated Service Life (ESL) for a product in Service life planning (SLP).
Another concern when dealing with service life forecasting is associated to the way the
renovations are decided and carried out in the building sector nowadays. Generally, the
renovations include a certain number of works and not only focus on one type of building
product (e.g. windows). They can include a whole set of operations that are not necessarily
required for some building products to sustain the overall performance of the building. It has
been showed that in practice the reasons that motivates the renovation planning can be
grouped into three categories (Åsa Rimjö, 2003):
- Technical: obsolete building materials that do not meet any longer the technical
requirements
- Economical
- Functional or aesthetic
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The PCR for building products specify requirements for a “cradle to gate” LCA accounting. In the
chapter 5 “Guidelines to a building application PCR”, the document set guidelines for a full
lifecycle accounting. However, such a full life cycle accounting raises some concerns related to
the forecasted service life and maintenance dispositions. This is covered in the document
through the following points:
“…Prediction of the facilitated building product’s service life and varying maintenance

may lead to a diverse LCA result for the usage phase. In conclusion, a number of
environmental profiles (i.e. the LCIA results) should be reported in the ED to illustrate
the range of different scenario alternatives included.”

And
“The scenario development and its inclusion should be specified as far as possible in

the PCR work and is one of the most essential parts to be established in the building
application PCR. The most significant scenario setting’s effect on the reported LCA
results shall be stated”

Discussion on the findings
Some critics have been raised when talking about the reliability and the applicability of the
factor method. Some studies says that the method should be seen as a valuable tool for
sensitivity analysis of different solutions rather that an exact tool to give deterministic design
values (B. Marteinsson, 2003).
Another alternative would be to based the service life planning on:
- Service life of building products based on experience or conditions surveys,
- Maintenance intervals based on experience
- Information gained from testing materials and components, in accelerated or long time
tests.
This approach can also be criticised as the information can be extracted from local results or
related to specific environmental conditions.
The building application EDs (building product EDs that account for a complete lifecycle) can
also constitute a reliable source of information for the building ED maker. It defines a range of
senarios and present the results based on these scenarios. For practical reasons, it could be
interesting for the building ED maker to be able to rely on the results of the building application
EDs.
However, other factors will strongly influence the service life. As a mater of facts, the decision to
renovate is not necessarily based on the service lives of the building products but is rather
based on other factors such as obsolescence (Åsa Rimjö, 2003). The intention of the
environmental declaration is to provide a clear communication of verifiable and accurate
information that is not misleading, on environmental aspects of products. Using a method that
clearly defines a generic framework for the estimation of the service life is then preferable. Then
the approach proposed by Per Gunnar Burström is interesting for the purposes of the PCR for
new buildings if the plans of the estate manager are unknown
The maintenance and renovation plan of the estate manager and the building application EDs
informations are considered more reliable informations than the generic information provided by
Per Gunnar Burström. The advantage of the use of such Per Gunnar Burström’s system as
default in the framework of the PCR is that it sets a common reference applicable for all
buildings EDs thus respecting the intentions of the ED.
A Service Life Plan should be set up for the entire building using in order of preference the
following sources of information:
- The maintenance and renovation plan of the estate manager
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The building application EDs informations
The system created by Per Gunnar Burström or information provided by the manufacturers
of the products associated to the services.
The Service Life Plan will include the maintenance and renovation plan associated with the
selected service life of the building.

-

Possibility for the PCR
There is a need for estimating the service lives of the whole building and its components in the
framework of the PCR for new buildings. As a matter of facts, the planning of the renovations
and maintenance operations is assumed to be rarely known by the ED maker when making the
ED. These service lives considerations strongly affect the results depending on the assumptions
made and methodology chosen. In order to ensure fair comparisons, all EDs shall be based on
the most reliable available information with regards to the service lives estimations. As default,
the same generic data shall be used (e.g. the “building materials lifetime estimation system”
created by Per Gunnar Burström). Here under is presented the approach chosen.
A Service Life Plan should be set up for the entire building using in order of preference the
following sources of information:
- The maintenance and renovation plan of the estate manager
- The building application EDs informations
- The “building materials lifetime estimation system” created by Per Gunnar Burström.
The Service Life Plan will include the maintenance and renovation plan associated to the
selected service life of the building. The plan should cover the building product and devices that
are covered by the LCA. Equipment’s associated to some services (e.g boiler) not considered as
building product in the PCR for building products, are included in the service plan based on
available information such as suppliers information.
If the system created by Per Gunnar Burström has to be implemented, depending on the
characteristics of the environment, correcting factors for aggressive environments are used. For
a site specific ED, the author of the ED shall justify the non-implementation of such factors and
declare its motivated choices in the ED.
For non-site specific EDs, the author of the ED will not implement correcting factors at all.
Reminder:
A renovation can be defined as the works that are necessary to be carried out to reach again
the building performances that were defined when designing the building. The other works
undertaken during the service life will be considered as maintenance operations.
9.1.2.

Suggested methods for fresh water consumption estimations

Background information
As water consumption is obviously one of the most important resource consumption.
Consequently, its handling has to be estimated. National or regional average consumption rates
per type of occupants and saving devices implemented in the building can be input data for
forecasting water savings in the building.
The CSTB proposes calculation methods for the estimation of the fresh water savings in its
target 5 “Fresh water handling”. From a reference usage per type of occupants, reference fresh
water consumption is calculated per type of occupant. The savings from the various devices
implemented in the building are then illustrated from using the previously calculated reference
fresh water consumption.

Discussion of the findings
The method proposed by the CSTB (2005) is interesting because it is simple and it highlights the
water savings from reference consumption (without water saving devices).
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Possibilities for the PCR
For the estimation and presentation of the fresh water consumption, it is suggested to use the
method proposed by the CSTB in its target 5 “Fresh water handling” mentioning the national or
regional average consumption rates per type of occupants used (Centre Scientifique et
Technique du Bâtiment, 2005).
If another method is implemented, it should be documented and references to the method
should stated in the ED.
9.1.3.

Suggested methods for energy need calculations of the services included
in the LCA system boundaries

Background information
As the considered buildings are new buildings that have not been operated yet, forecasting
methods have to be selected to calculate the energy consumption of the building (for the
services included in the system). Regarding energy need calculations, the main area of concern
is about space heating and cooling energy need. As a matter of fact energy needs for lighting
and hot water can be estimated from national figures and equipment characteristics without big
troubles. Before listing the various identified options to address the topic, a description of the
most relevant Directive and standards applicable in the considered field is provided.
The European Directive on energy performance of buildings requires, among others, the
member states to have a methodology for calculating the energy performance of buildings. As
expressed in the ANNEX 2 (Pre-study), the constellation of methods for estimating the energy
need of a building is large in EU.
The most important and sensible parts in the calculations are the calculation of the space
heating and cooling.
- The available standard at an international level for calculating the energy use for space
heating is the ISO 13790: 2004.
- There are also on-going European works under a mandate given to CEN by the European
Commission and the European Free Trade Association in order to create new European
standards on energy performance of buildings. The Technical Committee CEN/TC89
“Thermal performance of buildings and building components” carries them out. The
documents are called “Energy performance of buildings – Methods for expressing energy
performance and for energy certification of buildings”. The whole set of standards will
define the methodological requirements for estimating and expressing the energy
performance of buildings (See Annex 5 for an overview). The Wi 14 of the TC89 is
developing the “Energy performance of building – Calculation of the energy use for space
heating and cooling” which is actually an extension of the ISO 13790:2004.
The ISO 13790:2004 provides a simplified calculation method for assessing the heat use and
energy need for space heating of residential building. The method is based on a steady state
energy balance, but takes into account internal and external temperature variations and,
through an utilisation factor, the dynamic effect of internal gains and solar gains. This means
that dynamics are accounted for by reducing the internal heat load by a so-called utilisation
factor also called utility factor. The utility factor depends on two parameters:
- The time constant of the building characterising the internal inertia of the heated space.
- The gain/loss ratio.
The energy balance is defined as including the following (only sensible heat considered):
- transmission and ventilation losses from the internal to the external zones
- transmission and ventilation heat losses or gains with adjacent zones
- the useful internal heat gains, that is the used heat output from the internal heat sources
- the used solar gains
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-

the generation, distribution, emission and control losses of the heating system
the energy input to the heating system

The Wi 14 of the TC89 works “Energy performance of building – Calculation of the energy use
for space heating and cooling” is an extension of the ISO 13790:2004. For the calculation of the
energy need for space heating and cooling, the upcoming standard proposes the
implementation of three different methods:
- A fully prescribed monthly quasi-steady state calculation method (plus as a special option: a
seasonal method)
- A fully prescribed simple hourly calculation method;
- Calculation procedures for detailed simulation methods.
The most significant changes with the ISO 13790:2004 are listed here under:
- that both heating and cooling modes are accounted
- that both hourly and monthly or seasonal calculation methods are proposed
- a full description of a monthly (and seasonal) method for cooling, very similar to the method
in EN ISO 13790:2004 for heating has been provided
- a full description of a simple hourly method for heating and cooling, to facilitate easier
introduction of hourly and weekly patterns (e.g. controls, user behaviour) has been included
- for dynamic simulation methods, procedures concerning boundary conditions and on input
data have been included, that are consistent with the boundary conditions and input data
for more simplified types of methods.
The main outputs when implementing the method are:
- Monthly and annual energy needs for space heating and cooling
- Monthly and annual energy use for space heating and cooling
- Length of heating and cooling season (for system running hours)
- Auxiliary energy use for heating, cooling and ventilation systems
The main inputs when implementing the method are:
- Transmission and ventilation properties
- Internal heat sources, solar properties
- Climate
- Description of building and building components, systems and use
- Data related to the heating, cooling, hot water, ventilation and lighting systems:
Partition of building into different zones for the calculation (different systems may
require different zones)
Energy losses dissipated or recovered in the building (internal heat sources, recovery of
ventilation heat loss)
Air flow rate and temperature of ventilation supply air (if centrally pre-heated or precooled) and associated energy use for air circulation and pre-heating or pre-cooling
Controls.
The described standards are used as base in some of the following methods.
The options identified here after for energy need calculations are to be added to the multitude
of available national methods in Europe for calculating the energy consumption in a building
(DIN V 18599 in Germany, RT 2000 in France…etc). An overview of some of the European
methods has already been provided in the pre-study (See Annex 2).
First option
The first option identified would be to implement European or international methods (e.g. the
ISO 13790:2004 for space heating or the upcoming works of the TC89 for most of the energy
needs of the building). Though the European standards are not yet approved they will in a close
future constitute a reference in the considered field in Europe. The methodology, including
calculation methodologies, and format of the presentation results will satisfy the requirements of
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the EC Directive on Energy Performance of Buildings 2002/91/EC (See ANNEX 2 for further
information on the Directive).
Gudni Johannesson developed a software called Consolis Energy+ to calculate the energy need
of a building. The programme is based mainly upon the new EN standards for energy
optimisation in building. The software is implementing both the ISO 13790:2004 method for
space heating and a dynamic module that can give relevant and reliable information on the
influence of non-steady processes and dynamic properties of the building. The final results
provide energy needs in kWh/m2year by both methods with regards to the Swedish climate.
Energy needs for heating and cooling are calculated while energy needs for electricity in the
building and for hot water are data inputs (informative purposes). Some default values are
provided (e.g. for internal gains) for some input data allowing the user to have streamlined
approaches or more specific and detailed approaches depending on the level of expectations of
the user. The software allows the consideration of two different zones in the building. Some
simplifications are done regarding the thermal losses in the ground. The software includes data
for several climatic conditions in Sweden (Jóhannesson, 2005).
Here under are summarised the energy flows accounted in the method:
- Transmission losses
- Ventilation losses
- Recovered energy that includes: recovered energy from exchanges in the ventilation
system, energy recovered from bodies, pets, and domestic devices including lighting
devices.
- Solar gains.

Figure 2 Energy flows accounted in Consolis Energy+ when calculating the energy needs for heating and cooling

In addition to the general informations (provided in ANNEX 6), the user has to fulfil the thermal
characteristics of the building materials (Excel Sheet “Konstruktionsdata”) and dynamic
parameters such as:
- Temperature control coefficients.
- Sun power exposition (ratio surface vs air).
- Dynamic thermal characteristics of the building
More information on the dynamic module can be found in Building Energy - A Practical Design
Tool Meeting the Requirements of the EPBD (Jóhannesson, 2005).
It has to be noted that the method integrates parameters that are dependent on the location
and orientation of the building on site (e.g. sun exposition …etc). The method would then be
applicable for “Site specific EDs” (See later in the report). Consolis Energy+ has been
implemented in a recent Master thesis study (Akfidan and Boqvist, 2005).
Second option (Heating only)
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In 1989, the Nordic Council of Ministers decided to introduce a voluntary official ecolabel, the
Swan (Nordic Ecolabelling, 2005). The Swan ecolabelling system is a set of requirements. The
fullfillment of a significant part of the requirements permits to get the Swan label meaning that
consideration is paid to both indoor and external environments. The labelling system is valid for
single familly houses (detached, semi-detached and terraced houses).
This set of requirements includes rules for the determination of the ”relative power loss factor”
of the house together with associated requirements. The interesting part for the purposes of the
PCR for new building is that simple calculations can be performed to determine the total energy
need of the building. Calculations are presented here under:
The relative power loss factor is calculated as follows
Erel = Etrans + Event – Erecov (in W/K*m2 of living space)
Where
- Etrans = Transmission loss (in W/K*m2 of living space) through the building envelope. This
shall be calculated in accordance with EN ISO 6949(1) and converted from per m2 exposed
surface area to per m2 living space. See Appendix 1.
- Event = Ventilation losses including leakage (in W/K*m2 of living space) without
compensation for recovered energy. The ventilation loss must be normalised through
conservative estimations based on an air change rate of 0.5 times per hour and take
leakage through the building envelope into consideration. A standard value for leakage is
4% of the air flow at 50 Pa in accordance with EN ISO 13829. A value of 1.2 kJ/m3*K shall
be used for the specific heat capacity of air. The use of a different value must be justified by
the applicant and approved by Nordic Ecolabelling.
- Erecov = Recovered energy (W/K*m2 of living space) from exhaust air or hot water within
the house. As an addition to recovered energy a net gain from solar collectors and solar
panels can also be added.
Then from local average temperatures at the building site the energy need of the building can
be determined.
Remark: the calculations are valid for heating and ventilation.
Third option (Every energy need but cooling)
The City of Stockholm created calculation instructions for newly built buildings (dwellings) in the
framework of its environmental program for buildings (Beräkningsanvisningar till Stockholms
stads program för Miljöanpassat byggande - nybyggnad av bostäder). These calculation
instructions aim at estimating the energy needs of the considered building by setting up specific
rules to implement the software “ENORM”. The results are presented separating the energy
needs for heating (including hot water) and “in-flat” plus building facilities electricity.
The methodological guide allows detailed calculations and requires much more information on
the internal equipments than the first option for all aspects related to internal gains.
Fourth option (all energy needs accounted)
Some simplified settings could also be used as inputs when implementing energy calculation
software (Erlandsson, 2004). It has to be noted that the figures are provided as an example for
single-family houses and multifamily houses in a specific country, namely Sweden (See ANNEX 3
and 4):
1. Average figures for establishing the energy use distributed among different systems parts.
Obviously some parameters like the average thermal transmittance, Um, total external
surface, or living area, should be adjusted to the considered building to reflect the energy
consumption of the considered building.
2. Yearly average building-related energy losses (Wahlström et al., 2001).
It has to be taken into consideration when implementing these simplified settings that:
- They are not valid if cooling devices are to be taken into account.
- They are subject to large uncertainties (use of average data).
Remark regarding all the options:
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It has to be noted that the choice of the method shouldn’t have impacts on the system
boundaries.

Discussion of the findings
A method that is meant to serve as a basis for environmental declaration of new buildings has
to be simple to use and simple to understand, based on a limited set of input parameters and be
transparent. With that respect, more simplified methods than the ones implemented by the
European member states (e.g. the French RT2000 method) would be appropriate in the
framework of an ED especially regarding the energy need for space heating and cooling. Then
the possibility is to propose a method among the options presented in the background
information above.
The application of the upcoming European standards on energy performance of buildings is
precise. Its implementation however requires expertise.
Discussion of the first option
The software developed by Gudni Johannesson permits to determine the energy need for
heating and cooling in the building. The results can be provided using two different methods
(the ISO 13790:2004 or dynamic method). It is a rather effective and simple software to
implement as the number of inputs are low. It also provides generic data that allows a
streamlined approach. The internal gains are not calculated but filled in as input data
(“Boverket” statistics) thus calling for other sources or methods for a specific approach. The
dynamic approach and the static approach have been compared through a case study
(Jóhannesson, 2005). It appears from the examples taken that the results obtained with the ISO
13790:2004 method (quasi static plus utilisation factor) are satisfactory for space heating.
However, the deviation between the two methods for space cooling calls for the implementation
of a dynamic method for cooling.
Remark: ISO 13790 is not meant to be used for space cooling calculations. In Consolis Energy
+, while implementing the ISO 13790:2004 method, it is the surplus of heat that is mentioned.
Discussion of the second option
The methods ”Swan labelling of small houses” has been developed for family houses. It is a
simplified method that could be proposed as a generic approach for heating services only.
Concerning the calculations that can be issued from the relative power loss factor method, it can
be argued that the method do not account for important parameters (e.g. Body heat gains,
solar radiation through windows and passive gains from the use of household electricity).
However it could provide a good first approximation of the delivered energy to the house for
heating purposes in a rather cost effective way. This method is not site specific and not
dynamic.
Discussion of the third option
The method proposed by the City of Stockholm is more precise but more complex to implement
as it implies the use of the software ”ENORM” together with the input of detailed information on
the internal equipment (data source for internal gains).
Discussion of the fourth option
More simplified approaches have been proposed for family dwelings by Erlandson (2004). They
will however be less precise and consequently subject to criticisms if the ED is used for
comparative purposes. This method provides rough figures on the energy consumption of the
familly dwelling. This method is not site specific.
Conclusion of the discussion:
The methods presented above always account for, with different levels of representativness,
precision or coverage:
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- Transmission losses
- Ventilation losses including leakage
- Recovered energy
- Solar gains
It is obvious that these aspects should be accounted.
The choice between alternatives regarding energy aspects has strong impacts on the content of
the declaration, as they are the most important aspects from an environmental point of view.
The method should then be sufficiently precise to provide adequate results.

Possibilities for the PCR
The ISO 13790:2004 method is recommended for space heating calculations. If this method
is not chosen, only dynamic methods could be accepted such as the ones proposed in the
upcoming EU standards. If the ISO 13790:2004 method is not implemented, a description
of the chosen method or the reference to the standard it is based on will be stated in the
LCA report. The method will account for transmission losses, ventilation losses including
leakage, all recovered energy and solar gains.
For cooling calculations, the implementation of a dynamic method is recommended.
Energy needs for lighting and hot water can be estimated from statistics figures and
equipment characteristics.
Energy needs for ventilation are deducted from the ventilation rates, operative schedule
and equipment characteristics.
The implementation of these recommendations imply the necessary integration of the
requirements of the PCR (system boundaries, allocation procedure requirements, data quality
requirements…etc).
It is recommended that the calculations are presented in the LCA report. The results of the
calculations for heating and cooling, hot water, lighting and ventilation are expressed by energy
carrier and are declared in the ED.
For non site-specific EDs, the author of the ED will define hypothesis for all site-specific aspects,
use them for the energy need calculations and declare them in the ED.
In order to propose a streamlined approach while implementing the ISO 13790:2004 or a
dynamic method, a fair trade-off between simplicity and reliability would be to suggest the
implementation of the software Consolis Energy+ developed by Gudni Johannesson. While using
the software, it is recommended to issue the data from internal gains from the guide of the
Stockholm City (See Excel sheet ”Anvisning el och varm vatten”). It is likely to help matching the
data quality requirements.
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10.

Requirements on building content declaration.

10.1. Background information
The PCR for building products requires the declaration of building product contents in weigh
together with their associated environmental and health classes.

10.2. Discussion of the findings
For the entire building, the sum of the product contents in mass can be determined and
provided using the building product EDs (See Chapter 3.6 of the PCR for building products
“Requirements on product content declaration”) or other relevant information.
The product content declaration provides the ED receiver with a clear picture of the various
hazardous substances that the considered product holds. At a building level, it can also be
interesting to have a clear visibility of these important aspects.
The proportion of building products accounted should be defined as the ED maker may
encounter large difficulties to collect the information for all materials assembled in the building.
A certain percentage in weigh seems to be appropriate to set up a requirement.
It is preferable to restrict the range of products accounted for producing building content
declaration to the building products covered by the PCR for building products.

10.3. Possibilities for the PCR
The entire building product contents shall be determined and provided using relevant
information such as the building product EDs. The products accounted are the ones defined as
building products according to the PCR for building products.
The percentage in weigh of the building products accounted for the building content declaration
should be more than 95%.
The structure of the reporting presented in the PCR for building products should serve as a base
for presenting the results at the building level.
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11. Requirements on emissions from the building during the use
phase.
11.1. Emissions to indoor air
As stated in the “Basis for verification of the satisfaction of the essential requirement "Hygiene,
health and the environment" part of the Construction Products Directive (89/106/CEE), the
sources of indoor air pollutants are not limited to the building materials. However, as shown by
several studies, building materials and activities undertaken inside the building represent the
main source of indoor air pollution (Claude-A. Roulet et Al. 2005 cited Fanger 1998; Buyssen et
Al. 1995). Here is the list of the identified sources of emissions that influences the indoor air
quality:

Unhealthy indoor air can be caused by pollutants generated by:
- building materials
- building services, including combustion appliances
- furnishings and fittings
- sources in the outside air
- the soil beneath the building7
- processes and activities being undertaken within the building including, for example,
cleaning, maintenance, painting, polishing, control of pests, cooking, etc.
- human and animal occupation and plants
- hot water systems
The topic area of concerns being too large for the purposes of the study, the research carried
out for this topic was restricted to the indoor air emissions of the building materials.
11.1.1.

Background information regarding building products emissions

Methodologies and normative references
The knowledge of the health characteristics of the building products is an essential requirement
of the Construction Products Directive (89/106/CEE). The heath characteristics of the products
shall be presented together with their evaluation methods and protocols.
The PCR for building products states that product emissions can be reported, if relevant, in the
ED per individual substances and expressed through the emission velocity in µg/m2.h. The
relevance of the inclusion of the substances emitted is let free of choice.
The ISO 21930 - Environmental Declarations of Building Products states in chapter 10.2.3.
states that “…emissions to indoor air shall be declared in accordance with national standards
and practice. Emissions to indoor air are assessed with respect to human health and comfort…”
The CSTB that created the French guidelines for environmental performance of buildings
proposed the consideration of the following characteristics for an assessment of the building
product air emissions. The evaluation is based on the available European standards and
protocols and includes
- The determination of volatile organic compounds and formaldehyde - EN 13419 (Part 1 to 3)
and ISO 16000 (Parts 3 and 6)
- Natural radioactive emissions - European protocol Radiation Protection 112 (1999).
It also mentions that the products part of the scope are obviously the ones that emit substances
inside the buildings. These materials include:
- Internal coating (floor, walls, ceiling…etc).
7

Understand radiactive emissions from the ground (e,g, radon)
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Thermal isolating materials in contact with the indoor air.
Acoustic materials.

A focus on VOCs
VOCs are the most investigated substances as they are supposed to be the main area of
concern for these matters. The applicable standards for the determination of the volatile organic
compounds emitted to the indoor air by building products are:
prEN 13419-1: 2002, Building products — Determination of the emission of volatile organic
compounds — Part 1: emission test chamber method
prEN 13419-2: 2002, Building products — Determination of the emission of volatile organic
compounds — Part 2: emission test cell method
prEN 13419-3: 2002, Building products — Determination of the emission of volatile organic
compounds — Part 3 : Procedure for sampling, storage of samples and preparation of test
specimens
ISO 16000-6: 2004, Indoor air — Determination of VOCs in indoor air and chamber air by active
sampling on Tenax TA, thermal desorption and gas chromatographic MSD/FID.
The European Standard prEN 15052:2004 (European committee for normalisation, 2005)
specifies an evaluation procedure based on requirements for the emissions of volatile organic
compounds (excluding formaldehyde) of resilient, textile and laminate floor coverings. The aim
of the standard is to provide a method that permit to evaluate the R-value termed risk index for
the considered product. The document provides:
- A method to determine for each compound the concentration of volatile organic compound
i, Ci that is the measured concentration of a volatile organic compound in µg/m3 quantified
using substance specific reference compound.
- A list of volatile organic compounds and their LCIi (lowest concentrations of interest).
Then the R-value termed risk index = ΣRi
And R = C / LCI for all C above the determination limit (See the document for further details).
i

i

i

i

The German Institute of Structural Engineering developed principles for the health assessment
of construction products used in interiors. The assessment concept has two stages.
Stage 1:
Registration and assessment of the constituents of the construction product
Stage 2:
Determination and assessment of VOC and SVOC emissions and, where
appropriate, of further emissions from the construction product.
11.1.2.

Background information regarding methodologies to estimate chemical
indoor air emissions to the indoor air

Most of the papers found on indoor air emissions from building products focus on VOCs
emissions. It is the main area of concern when dealing with indoor air emissions from building
products. Other emissions should not be overlooked.
This here under presented method shows the way chemical indoor concentrations can be
assessed (method for VOCs).
The determination of the VOC concentration in a building is possible through the implementation
of the following mass balance equation to the whole building (Persily, A. K., 1996):

Where
C is the indoor concentration in mg/kg
P penetration factor8
8

Accounts for the loss of VOC when the oudoor air enters the building. This factor serves to take into account the
effects of the filtration
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A air exchange rate
Cout outdoor concentration
S Total VOC source strength9
M mass of air in the space
K net rate of indoor removal other than ventilation
Further development of the theoretical base are done by Persily A. K to take into account the
influence of adsorption and desorption of VOC in building products. The study shows that the
results obtained with simplified hypothesis lead to large uncertainties (from 25% to 100%).
These hypothesis are that there is no loss of indoor VOC other than ventilation, no loss of
outdoors VOC when entering the building and VOC concentration is at equilibrium.
The others area of concerns, when assessing the indoor air VOCs impact on occupants, are the
possible combinations:
- Between the substances emitted from the building products
- Between the substances emitted from the building and the substances emitted from the
processes and activities being undertaken within the building including (e.g. cleaning)
Methodologies to calculate damages to human health caused by indoor emissions from building
materials have been developed. For instance, the methodology proposed by Meijer A. et al.
(2005) includes characterisation factors for 36 organic compounds, radon and gamma radiation.
In these papers, the relevancy of including indoor air emission in the full damage scores at a
material level and a dwelling level is also quantified and discussed. The results show that the
damages to human health of the building materials in the use phase are significant enough to
be taken into account in a full life perspective. It is even proposed in the paper that damages to
human health caused by indoor emissions should be part of LCAs of buildings.
11.1.3.

Discussion on the findings

Emissions from building products
Methodologies and standards for the assessment of the indoor air emissions are developed for
the majority of building product types though harmonisation is necessary regarding the methods
of assessment and substances to be considered. Further researches are still on going, as some
issues such as adsorption/desorption are not fully solved yet. One can still conclude that it exists
a base for the supply of emission parameters such as velocity emission for building materials for
a certain number of hazardous substances. At the present time, these informations are not
necessarily included in building product EDs though they could serve for the estimation of the
indoor air quality at the building level.

Indoor air emissions at the building level
The main issues identified for this topic are:
- The range of emission sources to the indoor air and the range of substances to be
considered.
- The complexity of the methods to assess the concentrations of the various chemicals.
- The lack of knowledge to estimate the cumulative impacts on occupants of the various
identified chemicals (e.g. combination of VOCs).
11.1.4.

Possibilities for the PCR

The alternatives are quite limited while declaring aspects related to the indoor air emissions if
one attempts to cover the topic properly without introducing approximations. Here under are
presented the issues to be solved in order to be able to define the requirements of the PCR that
would fairly represent the real indoor air characteristics that are likely to have impacts on
occupants:
9

Calculated from building material emissions
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Which emission sources should be considered?
Which percentage of building products should be at least included in the assessment?
Which chemical families emitted should be considered and what could be their associated
lowest concentrations of interest?
Which methods or standards should be implemented for the determination of emission
parameters such as velocity emission for building materials? Which associated assumptions
are acceptable?
How should the results be presented? Should it be a list of concentrations? Should the
damages to human health caused by indoor emissions be presented instead?

The present suggestion for a PCR for new buildings is not answering these questions. After
replying to these questions, the definition of the requirements of the PCR will be possible. The
report will then not provide suggestions for this topic. One way to solve the problem is
nevertheless suggested here after for the consideration of emissions from building products
only.
Parts of the identified concerns could be first addressed at a building product level (methods to
determine emissions, substances to be considered, lowest concentrations of interest…etc). PCRs
for building products could include requirements on indoor air emissions. It would lead to
building product EDs that would enable to forecast the indoor air emissions from building
products. Then it could be proposed to determine a certain percentage of building products to
be considered and apply the method proposed by Persily, A. K. (1996) for instance (mass
balance equation with simplifying assumptions) and present the results through the following
categories:
- Volatile organic compounds
- Organochlorines
- Agrochemicals
- Metallic compounds
- Ozone-depleting substances
- Others

11.2. Emissions to water
11.2.1.

Background information on leaching

Some hazardous substances can be released to the water (ground and surface) during the use
phase of the building from materials exposed to precipitation. The PCRs for building products
checked (e.g. PCR for tiles) do not require the emissions to water from the building products
during its use phase to be declared. However the ISO 21930 - Environmental Declarations of
Building Products, states requirements with regards to emissions to water:

“Impact on soil and ground water quality shall be taken into account for any building
product in contact with soil and ground water during their intended use. The
manufacturer shall provide information of emissions affecting the soil and ground
water, e.g. chemical, biological and physical emissions according to national standards
and practice. The information shall be addressed in the PCR, justified and made
transparent.”

Nowadays, the various test results obtained from the methods proposed on various building
products can not be compared due to their individual field conditions. Thus, in anticipation to
the new Directive on Construction Products (CPD), standardized leaching tests for building
products have been proposed by Van der Sloot H.A. and J.J. Dijkstra (June 2004). The approach
developed is applicable for all types of building products (mineral construction as well as other
materials such as synthetic, wood, metals…etc) but further developments are needed. The
release itself is a function of chemical reaction and transport processes. The factors influencing
the release of inorganic pollutants (organic pollutants are not in the scope of this study) are
presented in table 7.
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Table 7 Summary of the main factors influencing the release of inorganic pollutants

The releases are expressed for instance in mg/m2 of building material if it is a tank test (mg/m2
at a given time) or mg/kg released if it is a percolation test depending on the test method
chosen and material considered.
A step further would be to determine the impacts the releases have on the environment at the
building level but the study been proposed by Van der Sloot H.A. and J.J. Dijkstra (June 2004)
does not provide all the details for such calculations.
11.2.2.

Discussion of the findings

Knowing the potential leakage of hazardous substances from the building products and their
potential impacts on the recipients and due to the fact that the ISO 21930 requires emissions to
water to be declared in EDs, it is relevant to declare emissions to water in the ED.
The consideration of the methods available for the determination of the emissions to water of a
building during its use phase raises a certain number of areas of concerns when it is about to
suggest requirements in the PCR for new buildings. First of all the methods proposed to
determine the releases are complex making them hardly applicable in the framework of ED
elaboration. However, standardized leaching tests for building products such as proposed by
Van der Sloot H.A. and J.J. Dijkstra (June 2004) could be suggested. They may not reflect the
reality but at least provide an idea of the potential of leakage from the building.
Then after acknowledging on the methodology to implement at the building products level (e.g.
Directive on Construction Products (CPD) requirements), the total building emissions to water
could be required in the framework of the PCR for new buildings.
What could be suggested is that this matter remains optional. If emissions to water are declared
the implemented method should be explained and stated.
11.2.3.

Possibilities for the PCR

The findings do not permit to draw on simple and homogenous possibilities with regards to this
topic for the PCR for new buildings. As for the emissions to air, parts of the identified concerns
could be first addressed at a building product level. Requirements for a generic approach could
be defined in the PCR for building products based on the method proposed by Van der Sloot
H.A. and J.J. Dijkstra implementing fixed factors influencing the release of pollutants (e.g.
amount of water …etc).
Then the total releases of the building could be calculated and presented in the ED of the
building from this generic approach.
It is suggested that emissions to water remain optional. If emissions to water are declared, the
associated methods, the field conditions considered and the building product considered should
also be stated.
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12.

Indoor comfort

12.1. Background information
It is important that the ED receivers get a clear picture of the quality of the services provided by
the building. These informations will serve as input information for the decision-makers to
balance other information such as environmental impacts for instance.
Several systems have been developed that do not only deal with indoor comfort but have rather
a broader approach on the building performance as a whole (LEED, CASBEE, HQR…etc). These
tools are not LCA based. When talking about indoor comfort the assessment generally covers
the following aspects:
(a) Thermal comfort
(b) Hygrometry
(c) Ventilation rates
(d) Noise comfort
(e) Lighting
More information regarding indoor comfort assessment can be found in the ANNEX 2.

12.2. Discussion of the findings
It is admitted that Indoor comfort aspects and the health aspects are intimately related. For the
purposes of the PCR for new buildings, the topics are not mixed up. For instance the noise
effects or access to day light will not be part of the “Human health risk assessment” additional
environmental information as it could be argued.
When relevant, it is also interesting for the ED receiver to get complementary information on the
technical devices that create and maintain the declared indoor comfort in addition to its
characterisation (e.g. use of humidification systems).

12.3. Possibilities for the PCR
For each functional area, at least the following aspects characterising the indoor comfort of the
building occupants will be declared from preliminary design stage forecasting methods:
(a) Thermal comfort
(b) Hygrometry
(c) Ventilation rates
(d) Noise
(e) Lighting
The methods applied to characterise each parameter shall be referred to in the ED.
When relevant, the technical devices operated to create and maintain the declared indoor
comfort shall be mentioned as a complement of information (e.g use of humidification systems).

13.

Additional environmental information

13.1. Background information
Additional environmental informations are information other than the environmental information
derived from LCA, LCI or information modules.

The additional environmental information may include, but is not limited to, the
following:
a) information on environmental issues such as:
1) impact(s) and potential impact(s) on biodiversity;
2) ecotoxicity;
3) geographical aspects (e.g. a discussion on the relation between the potential
environmental impact(s) and the location of the product system);
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b) data on product performance, if environmentally significant;
c) the organization's adherence to any environmental management systems, with a
statement on where an interested party may find details of the system;
d) any other environmental certification programme applied to the product and a
statement on where an interested party may find details of the certification
programme;
e) other environmental activities of the organization, such as participation in recycling
or recovery programmes, provided details of these programmes are readily available
to the purchaser or user and contact information is provided;
f) information that is derived from LCA but not communicated in the typical LCI or
LCIA based formats;
g) instructions and limits for efficient use;
h) human health risk assessment and environmental risk assessment;
i) information on absence or level of presence of a material that is considered of
environmental significance in certain areas [see ISO 14020 and ISO 14021, 5.7 (r)];
j) preferred waste management option for used products;
k) potential for incidents that can have impact(s) on the environment.

ISO 14025 – Type III environmental declarations – Principles and procedures

13.2. Discussion of the findings
Relevant environmental information can be provided in order to be as comprehensive as
possible when communicating on the environmental aspects related to the new building.
The discussion on the potential additional environmental information to be declared is derived
from the topics suggested by the ISO 14025 (See background information above).
The additional environmental information could include:

a)
1)
2)
3)

Information on environmental issues such as:
Impact(s) and potential impact(s) on biodiversity
ecotoxicity;
Geographical aspects (e.g. a discussion on the relation between the potential environmental
impact(s) and the location of the product system

Comments: in most cases, the construction of new buildings implies the implementation of an
Environmental Impact Assessment (Directive 2001/42/CE). The EIA is meant to assess the
potential impacts at a local level thus covering aspects 1) and 3). Regarding ecotoxicity, There
are standards (Swedish EPA, 1996) that provide guidelines for risk assessment of impacts on
soils at a local level if one takes into consideration site specific EDs. However, it is questionable
if those aspects should be included in the ED or not.

b) Data on product performance if environmentally significant.

Comments: identified product performances environmentally significant are Indoor comfort
characteristics and performance of the equipment installed in the building that relates to services
that are excluded from the system boundaries (electric equipment, solid waste handling
devices…etc).
- Indoor comfort is treated in another other chapter of the present report.
- The electric equipment performances should be mentioned through their energy class or if
not relevant through other energy performance parameters.
- Solid waste device descriptions should be provided. It should include those devices whose
environmental benefits are not accounted in the LCA results because the service they are
associated to has been excluded from the system boundaries (e.g. waste separators).
- Wastewater services description inside the building including those devices whose
environmental benefits are not accounted in the LCA results because the service they are
associated to has been excluded from the LCA system boundaries (e.g. urine separators).

c) The organization's adherence to any environmental management systems or any other
environmental certification programme applied to the new building and a statement on
where an interested party may find details of the certification programme.

It is relevant for a ED receiver to get general information on the global environmental
management system implemented by the organisms (construction companies and master
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builder) involved in the furniture of the building. It is also interesting to know the environmental
policy of the organism.
It could also be proposed to determine the proportion of suppliers of building products and
services that have implemented a certified environmental management system according to
EMAS or ISO 14001.

d) Other environmental activities of the organization, such as participation in recycling or
recovery programmes, provided details of these programmes are readily available to the
purchaser or user and contact information is provided.

No specific requirements will be defined in the PCR regarding this topic. It will be let free to the
ED maker to declare the other environmental activities of the organisation or its subcontractors.
e) Information that is derived from LCA but not communicated in the typical LCI or LCIA based
formats should include the fresh waters consumption estimations (See corresponding
chapter).

f)

Instructions and limits for efficient use.

The ED maker would at least define the intended use of each functional area. The limits of use
beyond which the environmental performance and quality of the services provided declared are
no longer respected would also be defined.

g) Human health risk assessment and environmental risk assessment.

It is dealt through the requirements related to emissions to indoor air and leakage from the
building (See corresponding chapter).

h) Information on absence or level of presence of a material that is considered of
environmental significance.

It will be dealt through the declaration of the building content declaration (See corresponding
chapter).
i) Preferred waste management option for used building products. Building materials recycling
rates tend to be higher in countries where demolition plans are required (Symonds et al.,
1999) and it is already in some countries a legal requirement that all new buildings must
have a demolition plan for future use (e.g. Sweden). The proper handling of the building at
the end of its life cycle should be declared in the ED together with the declaration of the
building material fractions (See corresponding chapter 8.5).
j) Potential for incidents that can have impact(s) on the environment.
The author couldn’t find adequate situation for new buildings to illustrate the potentially known
incidents (as opposed to real incidents) that have impacts on the environment. It is proposed to
further investigate this topic in the framework of further researches. For the present PCR, no
suggestions are done.

13.3. Possibilities for the PCR
The proposal is to include the following additional environmental information:
a) Product performances environmentally significant should include indoor comfort
characteristics and performance of the equipment installed in the building that relates to
services that are excluded from the system boundaries (electric equipment used for physical
transportation services if excluded from the system, solid waste handling devices…etc):
- Indoor comfort (See chapter 12. for associated requirements).
- The electric equipment performances should be mentioned through their energy class or if
not relevant through other energy performance parameters.
- Solid waste devices descriptions should be provided. It should include those devices whose
environmental benefits are not accounted in the LCA results because the service they are
associated to has been excluded from the system boundaries (e.g. waste separators).
- Description of the wastewater services inside the building should be provided including those
devices whose environmental benefits are not accounted in the LCA results because the
service they are associated to has been excluded from the system boundaries (e.g. urine
separators).
b) The organization's (construction companies and master builder involved in the furniture of
the building) adherence to any environmental management systems or any other
environmental certification programme applied to the new building and a statement on
where an interested party may find details of the certification programme. The proportions of
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c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

suppliers of (1) building products and (2) provided services or energy suppliers that have
implemented a certified environmental management system according to EMAS or ISO
14001 are also to be provided.
It is let free of choice to ED maker to declare other environmental activities of the
organisation such as participation in recycling program.
Information that is derived from LCA include the fresh waters consumption estimations (See
corresponding chapter).
Instructions and limits for an efficient use of the building. The following information are to be
declared:
The ED maker will at least define the intended use of each functional area (e.g. based on the
designer’s intended use definition of the functional areas).
The dispositions to undertake for a proper operation of the building (i.e. so that the building
provides the quality of service and environmental performances declared).
Emissions to air and water from the building during it use phase (See chapter 11.).
The declaration of the building content declaration See chapter 10.).
Preferred waste management option for used building products. The proper handling of the
building at the end of its life cycle should be declared in the ED together with the declaration
of the building material fractions (See chapter 8.3.).

14.

Format of the environmental declaration

14.1. General structure
Background information
The ISO 14025 “Environmental labels and declarations — Type III environmental declarations —
Principles and procedures” specify the information that shall be included in any type of Type III
environmental declaration (See chapter 7.2.1 of the document).
The detailed requirements of the ISO 14025 are mentioned here under:

a) identification and description of the organization
b) description of product
c) product identification (e.g. model number)
d) name of the programme and the programme operator’s address and, if relevant,
logo and website
e) PCR identification
f) date of publication
g) data from LCA, LCI or information modules
h) additional environmental information
i) content declaration covering materials and substances to be declared (e.g.
information about product content, including specification of materials and substances
that can adversely affect human health and the environment, in the production, use
and disposal stages of the life cycle). With appropriate justification this requirement
does not apply to proprietary materials and substances such as those covered by
exclusive legal rights including patents and trademarks. It may also not be
appropriate for declarations concerning intangible products
j) information on which stages are not considered, if the declaration is not based on a
full LCA
k) a statement that environmental declarations from different programmes may not
be comparable
l) information on where explanatory information may be obtained.
The PCR for building products comply with these requirements.
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Discussion of the findings
The ED reporting format should be based on the requirements of the ISO 14025.
The requirements of the ISO 14025 are discussed with regards to the aim of the present
suggestion.

a) Identification and description of the organisation

Firstly, the ED maker name and information on the organism issuing the ED should be
mentioned. The ED maker should also describe the actors involved in the design and
construction processes and an overall project organisation (macro level) will be included if
several subcontractors where involved. This description will include administrative information.

b) Description of product

The description of the building as suggested by the ISO 21931-1 served as a base for the
definition of the here under mentioned requirements. At least the following information will be
declared:
Type of building (offices, factories, public housing, etc.)
Occupancy (period and pattern of use)
Floor area and volume
Technical type of building (structural type etc.)
Year(s) when the building was constructed
For each operational area:
- Design number of building occupants
- Heating, cooling and ventilation system
- Lighting system
- Operating schedule
- Other relevant information can be provided

c) Product identification (e.g. reference number of the test house)
This requirement is clear enough not to be further discussed.

d) Name of the programme and the programme operator’s address and, if relevant, logo and
website
This requirement is clear enough not to be further discussed.

e) PCR identification

This requirement is clear enough not to be further discussed.

f) Date of publication

This requirement is clear enough not to be further discussed.
g) Data from LCA, LCI or information modules (See corresponding chapter)
h) Additional environmental information (See corresponding chapter)

i) Content declaration covering materials and substances to be declared. This requirement is
already mentioned in the additional environmental information

j) Information on which stages are not considered, if the declaration is not based on a full LCA

Typical examples of the information to be declared are the services which inclusions/exclusions
from the LCA system boundaries are decided by the ED maker (E.G. internal transportation).

k) a statement that environmental declarations from different programmes may not be
comparable
This requirement is clear enough not to be further discussed.

l) Information on where explanatory information may be obtained.
This requirement is clear enough not to be further discussed.
Possibilities for the PCR
The general structure of the environmental declaration of the new buildings is as suggested
here under.
a) Identification and description of the organisation: the ED maker name and information on the
organisation issuing the ED should be mentioned. The ED maker should also describe the actors
involved in the design and construction processes and an overall project organisation will be
included if several subcontractors where involved. This description will include administrative
information.
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b) Description of product will include the following information:
Type of building (offices, factories, public housing, etc.)
Occupancy (period and pattern of use)
Floor area and volume
Technical type of building (structural type etc.)
Year(s) when the building was constructed
For each operational area:
- Design number of building occupants
- Heating, cooling and ventilation system
- Lighting system
- Operating schedule
- Other relevant information can be provided
c) Product identification (e.g. building located at a specific address)
d) Name of the programme and the programme operator’s address.
e) PCR identification
f) Date of publication
g) Data from LCA, LCI or information modules (See chapters 14.2. for further details)
h) Additional environmental information (See corresponding chapters)
i) Information on which stages are not considered, if the declaration is not based on a full LCA:
Typical examples of the information to be declared are the services which inclusions/exclusions
from the LCA system boundaries are decided by the ED maker (E.G. internal transportation).
j) A statement that environmental declaration from different programmes may not be
comparable
k) Information on where explanatory information may be obtained.

14.2. Specification concerning the reporting of the LCA results
Background information
The PCR for building products describes the information to be included under the heading “LCA
results” (previously mentioned as “Data from LCA, LCI or information modules” in the present
suggestion for PCR). It includes
- The Functional Unit
- The model assumptions; including the system boundaries
- Technological, geographical and time-related coverage
- The resulting environmental performance of the product per functional unit divided in the
categories of LCIA and LCI
Regarding the impact categories
The PCR for building products list the impact categories to be included in the LCIA for building
products. These impact categories are:
- climate change (e.g. Emissions of greenhouse gases expressed as the sum of global
warming potential GWP, 100 years)
- acidification
- eutrophication
- depletion of the ozone layer
- formation of photochemical oxidants
The characterisation factors for the different impact categories are provided in appendixes of
the PCR for building products.
Regarding the categories of life cycle inventory analysis (LCI)
According to the ISO 14025, the Data from life cycle inventory analysis (LCI) should be classified
as
- consumption of resources, including energy and renewable resources
- water consumption
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-

Emissions to air, water, and soil

The PCR for building products lists the LCI to be mentioned for building product EDs:
- Use of natural resources divided into stock resources (e.g. ore, fossil…etc), biotic resources
(wood, meet…etc) or flowing resources (e.g. water).
- use of recycled materials
- incomplete inventory information (residue and refined resources)
- Primary energy divided in nuclear thermal primary energy and thermodynamic primary
energy.
Rules for the determination of the primary energy are also provided in the PCR for building
products.
Remark: The Swedish approach is a stepwise procedure that consists in
(1) Allocate the LCI data (emissions to air and water) to the impact categories defined.
(2) The emissions to air and water that could not be allocated to the impact categories defined
should be declared under incomplete inventory information.
This means that in the EDs, emissions are expressed as potential environmental impacts.
For that matter, the PCR guide (called PSR guide) for producing PCR talks about “Pollutant
emissions expressed as potential environmental impact”:
- Global warming
kg CO2 equivalents
- Acidification
kmol H+
- Ozone depletion
kg CFC-11 equivalents
- Photochemical oxidant formation kg ethene-equivalents
- Eutrophication
kg O2
Discussion on the findings
The presentation of the LCA results should be in line with the ones defined in the PCR for
building products in order to be able to sum up and present the entire building environmental
impacts in the same way.
The ISO 14025 also requires the declaration of water consumption and Emissions to air, water,
and soil. The approach of the PCR for building products does not require the declaration of the
typical LCI data. Instead the following stepwise procedure is adopted:
(1) Allocate the LCI data to the impact categories defined.
(2) The LCI data that could not be allocated to the impact categories defined should be declared
under the defined LCI categories including incomplete inventory information.
So, concerning reporting the LCA results, the same structure as described in the PCR for
building products should be adopted for the present suggestion. The LCA results will be
presented per functional unit as previously mentioned in the chapter “Methodological
requirements”.
Remark: Important emissions to air or water are not taken accounted through environmental
impacts. Toxic substances such as heavy metals, that are likely to be emitted in significant
quantities from the combustion processes for heating purposes or due to building material use
for instance should be declared as LCI data (e.g. quantity of lead emitted to air per FU).
The way energy is declared is to be further discussed.
The energy calculation methods defined for the purpose of the present “suggestion for a PCR”
aims at determining the energy need of the building per carrier (See corresponding chapter
“Calculation rules”). Then, the primary energy can be derived from the energy need of the
building using the rules defined in the PCR for building products. It is important to note, as
already mentioned in the PCR for building products, that there is a double accounting when
declaring both primary energy and resource used. This is the reason why the primary energy
should be taken as complementary information (e.g. energy efficiency). If other generic figures
than the ones provided in the PCR for building products are used, it should be stated in the LCA
report.
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Remark:
Fresh water consumption in the building (operation phase) will be declared as other
environmental information and not as LCI as the fresh water services are not inside the LCA
system boundaries. Wastewater services are not in the LCA system boundaries either nor
covered as quantitative data. It is assumed that the water consumption in the building is the
same as the amount of water rejected to the wastewater network. Then, the decision-makers
should have in mind the additional down stream consequences of the water consumption
declared.
Possibilities for the PCR
The presentation of the LCA results will include the following information:
- The Functional unit
- The model assumptions; including the system boundaries
- Technological, geographical and time-related coverage
- The resulting environmental performance of the product per functional unit divided in the
categories of LCIA and LCI
The impact categories proposed are climate change, acidification, eutrophication, depletion of
the ozone layer and formation of photochemical oxidants. The time horizon of climate change is
100 years and depletion of the ozone layer impacts equal to 20 years.
The characterisation factors used for these impacts are the same as the ones provided in the
PCR for building products. If additional environmental impacts than the mandatory ones are
declared, the characterisation factors used for these impacts will be mentioned in the ED.
Table 8 Recap of the LCI categories suggested per Life Cycle phase

LC phase
Cradle to gate phases
Operation phase

Maintenance and renovation phase
End of life phase

LCI categories suggested
Use of natural resources divided into stock
resources (e.g. ore, fossil…etc), biotic
resources (wood, meet…etc) or flowing
resources (e.g. water)
use of recycled materials
Incomplete inventory information (residue
and refined resources)10
Primary energy divided in:
- nuclear thermal primary energy,
- thermodynamic primary energy
- Wind, solar and hydropower
thermodynamic primary energy.
Use of natural resources divided into stock
resources (e.g. ore, fossil…etc), biotic
resources (wood, meet…etc) or flowing
resources (e.g. water)
use of recycled materials
Incomplete inventory information (residue
and refined resources)
Primary energy divided in:
- nuclear thermal primary energy,
- thermodynamic primary energy
- Wind, solar and hydropower
thermodynamic primary energy.

10

Emitted toxic substances such as heavy metal are not taken accounted through environmental impacts should be
declared in this section.
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The waste fractions produced during “the
maintenance and renovation phase” of the
building:
- Recyclable
- To landfill
- Energy recovery material
- Waste treatment required (not usable as
fuel without a first treatment or to be
incinerated)
- Reusable
- Inert

15. Documentation of the ED underlying LCI and LCA results and
additional environmental information
15.1. Background information
Reporting requirements of the ED (documentation) underlying LCI and LCA results

“A level acceptable for the purpose of this PCR is to perform data documentation on
the product’s different life phases... Reporting requirements of the ED underlying LCI
and LCA results should include data quality classes.”

PCR for building products on an international market

The sequence of documents from the PCR document to EPD in the ISO 21930 is as represented
here under

Figure 3 Sequence of documents from the PCR document to EPD suggested by the ISO 21930

The upcoming ISO 21931 states that:
- “the project documentation shall include information, which can be made available to the
verifier in order to demonstrate that the requirements of this International Standard have
been met “
- and “the project documentation should contain any data of importance and supporting
information necessary for the ED”.
So the project report includes documentation of the LCA but also documentation of other
information produced in the ED such as the additional environmental information.
The ISO 14048 provides the requirements and a structure for a data documentation format to
be used for transparent and unambiguous documentation exchange of Life Cycle Assessment
and Life Cycle Inventory data. It permits consistent documentation of data, reporting of data
collection, data calculation and data quality, by specifying and structuring relevant information
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(ISO 14048-2003: Environmental management - Life cycle assessment - Data documentation
format).
Remark: This specification does not include requirements on completeness of data
documentation.
The MSR recommend the implementation of the ISO 14048 for data documentation of the LCA.
As previously stated ISO 21931 - Framework for Assessment of Environmental Performance of
Buildings states about data that all data used shall be justified and documented.
More over, regarding documentation in LCA, the ISO 14043 states:
- “All calculation procedures shall be explicitly documented and the assumptions made shall
be clearly stated and explained“.
- “The method of calculating indicator results shall be identified and documented”
- “The allocation procedure used for each unit process of which the inputs and outputs are
allocated shall be documented.”
Reporting requirements of the ED (data documentation) for the additional
environmental information
Among the additional environmental information required (See corresponding chapter), the
information that requires documentation are:
- Indoor comfort characteristics
- Performance of the equipment installed in the building that relates to services that are
excluded from the system boundaries.
- The organization's adherence to any environmental management systems or any other
environmental certification programme applied to the new building
- The proportions of suppliers of (1) building products and (2) provided services or energy
suppliers that have implemented a certified environmental management system according to
EMAS or ISO 14001 are also to be provided.
- Other environmental activities of the organisation, such as participation in recycling or
recovery programmes.
- Information that is derived from LCA : the fresh waters consumption estimations
- Instructions and limits for an efficient use of the building
- Emissions to air and water from the building during it use phase.
- The declaration of the building content declaration
- Preferred waste management option for used building products.

15.2. Discussion on the findings
Reporting requirements of the ED (data documentation) underlying LCI and LCA
results
The reporting of the underlying LCI and LCA results should permit the reviewer to assess the
compliance of the ED to the requirements of the PCR, and in particular the data quality
requirements. This implies the communication of relevant quantitative and qualitative
information on the building life cycle phases, design of the building and components used. The
reporting requirements of the PCR should be in line with the MSR (program operator reporting
requirements). As they recommend the implementation of the ISO 14048, the structure of the
data documentation format do not need to be further discussed. The focus of the present PCR
should be the completeness of data documentation. As the ISO 21931 – “Framework for
Assessment of Environmental Performance of Buildings” states that all data used shall be
justified and documented, the conclusion could be that:
1) All data used for the LCI and LCA results should be documented according to the ISO 14048
data documentation format. The documentation should be formalised in a document called
“project report”. Data used for the LCI and LCA results should be assessed towards the data
quality requirements. The judgement of data quality should be stated.
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In particular, due to their great influence on the final LCA results (and consequently area of
interest of the reviewer), the recommendation is to document the following data:
- Data for all building materials accounted together with their associated transportation
distances.
- All tasks accounted in the construction phase.
- All input data for energy calculations (e.g. energy efficiency of heat pumps).
- Scenario for the maintenance and renovation phases and associated materials and
equipment use. It includes the documentation of the estimation of the service life of the
building (type of data used – See chapter 9.1.1.).
2) Product or services not accounted should also be documented but the format of the
documentation should be simple and clear.
3) The methods such as the allocation procedure, the methods of calculating indicators or
other calculation rules implemented may be documented though all these rules are defined
in the PCR.
The following documents could serve as a basis of documentation:
- Nomenclature (parts list) of the building materials used.
- Process flows for the construction and equipment involved.
- Operation plan.
- Maintenance and renovation plan.
Reporting requirements of the ED (data documentation) for the additional
environmental information
The information to be documented has been identified in the background information. Here
below are discussed the ways the various the additional environmental informations could be
documented.
- Indoor comfort characteristics: the methodology to assess the indoor comfort characteristics
should be explained or at least a reference to a published method or validated standard
should be provided. If some calculations are done, the detailed calculation should also be
provided in the appendixes of project report.
- The electric equipment performances should be documented through relevant certificates or
official supplier information.
- No specific requirements on solid waste device or Wastewater services descriptions
documentation should be necessary. Documentation should just be understandable and
complete.
- The organization's (construction companies and master builder involved in the furniture of
the building) adherence to any environmental management systems or any other
environmental certification programme should be documented. Copies of the organisation
ISO certificates should be appended to the project report.
- Relevant documentation should be provided regarding the other environmental activities of
the organisation.
- The fresh water consumption estimations should be documented. If other methods are
implemented, it should be documented and references to the implemented method should
be stated in the ED.
- Instructions and limits for an efficient use of the building: No specific requirements should be
necessary. Documentation should be understandable and complete.
- Emissions to air and water from the building during it use phase: all the calculations should
be documented. It includes the methods implemented (reference to the relevant standards),
LCII and other important parameters.
- The declaration of the building content declaration: No specific requirements should be
necessary. Documentation should be understandable and complete.
- Preferred waste management option for used building products: the rules implemented to
classify the building materials into the different fractions and the calculations operated
should be documented. Information and data used to produce procedures for a proper
handling of the building at the end of its life cycle should be documented.
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15.3. Possibilities for the PCR
All the ED documentation should be formalised in a document called “project report”. It will
include the documentation of the data used for the LCI and LCA results and the documentation
of the additional environmental information.
Reporting requirements of the ED (data documentation) underlying LCI and LCA
results
All data used for the LCI and LCA results should be documented according to the ISO 14048
data documentation format. Data used for the LCI and LCA results should be assessed towards
the data quality requirements. The judgement of data quality should be stated.
In particular, due to their great influence on the final LCA results (and consequently area of
interest of the reviewer), the recommendation is to document the following data:
- Data for all building materials accounted together with their associated transportation
distances and transportation equipment.
- All tasks accounted in the construction phase.
- All input data for energy calculations (e.g. energy efficiency of heat pumps).
- Scenario for the maintenance and renovation phases and associated materials and equipment
use. It includes the documentation of the estimation of the service life of the building.
Product or services not accounted should also be documented but the requirements on the
format of the documentation should be simple and clear.
The methods such as the allocation procedure, the methods of calculating indicators or other
calculation rules implemented should be briefly documented because there are already specified
(and should therefore be respected) in the relevant applicable PCR.
Reporting requirements of the ED (data documentation) for the additional
environmental information
- The methodology to assess the indoor comfort characteristics should be explained or at
least a reference to a published method or validated standard should be provided. If some
calculations are done, the detailed calculation should also be provided in the appendixes of
the project report (see previous chapter).
- The electric equipment performances should be documented through relevant certificates or
official supplier information.
- The organization's (construction companies and master builder involved in the furniture of
the building) adherence to any environmental management systems or any other
environmental certification programme should be documented. Copies of the organisation
ISO certificates should be appended to the project report.
- Relevant documentation should be provided regarding the other environmental activities of
the organisation.
- The fresh water consumption estimations should be documented. If other methods are
implemented, it should be documented and references to the implemented method should
be stated in the ED.
- Emissions to air and water from the building during it use phase: all the calculations should
be documented. It includes the methods implemented (reference to the relevant standards),
LCII and other important parameters.
- Preferred waste management option for used building products: at least the rules
implemented to classify the building materials into the different fractions and the
calculations operated should be documented.
- Information and data used to produce procedures for a proper handling of the building at
the end of its life cycle should be documented.
Remark: No specific requirements on the documentation of the solid waste device or wastewater
services descriptions, instructions and limits for an efficient use of the building, declaration of
the building content declaration should be necessary. Documentation should be sufficient and
understandable.
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16.

Discussion

16.1. Difficulties met during the development
The complexity and the singularity of the buildings make difficult to set up applicable rules for
all products11 of the defined product category. The possible applicability for all products of the
defined product category of the PCR either for comparison, planning or simply communication
purposes is thus an important concern. As a matter of facts it is generally admitted that the LCA
methodological requirements are to be decided according to the goal and scope of the LCA
study. In the framework of a Type III environmental declaration the goal and scope of the LCA
study are strongly influenced by the objectives of the national program operator which decides
what are the underlying objectives for producing type III environmental declarations (e.g.
comparative purposes).
The present approach attempt to match all possible ED utilisation. However, it seems obvious
that further quantitative studies should be carried out to better define the requirements so that
they correspond to the aims of the program operators (i.e. expected accuracy of the LCA results
declared).
The example of Data Quality requirements is developed here after to illustrate this idea. The
Data Quality requirements are defined to ensure a certain quality level of the final LCA results.
In the suggestion, the Data Quality requirements are based on a qualitative approach and are
defined by the author. However, the quality level obtained is unknown and might not
correspond to the program operator will that may justify further investigations.
Other difficulties

Calculation rules
The choice of the method suggested for energy consumption can be argued. Very detailed and
precise calculations and simulations are developed and accessible on the market. The author
choice is a compromise between the following constraints:
- The applicability of the method in the framework of an ED elaboration.
- Its level of complexity for ED makers.
- Its relative reliability with regards to the importance of energy use in buildings.
It is believed that this choice is a realistic and pragmatic choice that should not jeopardise the
objectives of the ED. A benchmark of existing European methods is on going. The outcomes of
this benchmark will be of great interest for the purposes of the PCR. It is suggested that the
preciseness of the proposed method with regards to the objectives of the program operator
should be assessed in the framework of further PCR developments.

Additional environmental information
The declaration of material emissions inside the building is an important topic that should be
addressed in the framework of a building ED. However the researches undertaken did not
permit to issue a proposal. Further researches based on the identified concerns are necessary
but this topic shouldn’t be left over. Another way to account for material emissions inside the
building would be to adopt a broader perspective by creating a module “health aspects” with a
part on Indoor air.

Estimated service life calculations
The aim of the stepwise procedure recommended was to provide a generic approach for aspects
related to service lives thus limiting the risk of self assessment of lifetimes that have great
influence on the LCA results. However, the procedure could be improved as the “building
materials lifetime estimation system” created by Per Gunnar Burström is not very accurate.
11

In order to simplifying the didactic in the discussion the term “product” is employed for building though a building is
also considered as a service system.
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Concerns about a usage for comparative purposes in particular
The question that should be raised here is: would it be realistic to respect the aims of the ISO
14025 and provide quantified environmental life cycle product information to enable
comparisons between products fulfilling the same function by applying the PCR for new
building?
In the framework on a comparison study, the PCR for new buildings may certainly face the
problems of all performance assessment systems: the coverage of the aspects assessed or the
assessment procedures themselves may advantage some products or technical choices though
not really justified on an environmental point of view.
Another important point is that comparisons of products are not only based on the EDs
information. Alternative buildings (with different designs) provide different level of service and
the ED provides information valid for a specific building (specific design and specific place for
site-specific EDs) which means that the ED deals with a defined design, which is “frozen” and
not adjustable. If comparisons are performed, it is then assumed that they will be done through
the implementation of a multi-criteria decision making process. Öberg (2005) for instance
proposed a method called Integrated Life Cycle Design Criteria Matrix. Then the question is to
know if technically the content and format of the declared information is easily exploitable. This
point is further developed later on.
Sphere of influence of the actors on the environmental performance of the new
building
As the PCR is dealing with new buildings (planned or existing), the aim of the ED is to provide
information after the building has been designed or constructed. The author assumed that the
assessment should therefore address the planned dispositions of designers and master builders.
This implied that some of the choices made in the PCR were done with regards to the influence
the building actors have towards the building product system environmental performance. In
the suggested PCR, the magnitude of the influence of the building actors on the technical
choices, services or LC phases conditioned the strength of the PCR requirements. But, is the
sphere of influence of building actors as defined in the present suggestion corresponding to the
program operator will? One can wonder for instance if the sphere of influence should include
though requirements on real state managers’ field of action or other actors. Another related
question is: Should it be considered that the ED provides a picture of the building performance
without taking any actors’ sphere of influence into account by setting up demanding
requirements for system boundaries and data quality? (e.g. should fresh water services be
included in the system boundaries despite the building actors can not influence their
environmental performance?).
This document is only based on its author beliefs therefore those previously mentioned aspects
should constitute a topic to discuss in the framework of further development of the PCR for new
buildings (See the summary of recommendations at the end of the chapter).

16.2. Interest for a PCR for new building
With the upcoming applicability of the Energy Directive in the EU countries and its requirements
for producing energy certificates, one can assume that declaring environmental performances of
buildings will tend to grow in the future. However, the relevance of a PCR for new buildings can
be questioned. The author believes that the biggest added value of the ED is situated at the
decision step (e.g. urban development decision making) rather than at the design phase. A ED
contains information that should serve in the decision making and should be opposed to other
methods that focus on design improvements of buildings. However, there is a lack of knowledge
on the decision-making processes: what are they in reality? In order to be relevant and
generate high benefits for ED receivers, the EDs content and format should fit in all potential
decision making processes (e.g. planning purposes). Further researches would certainly provide
valuable inputs for further developments of the PCR with regards to these aspects. These
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researches should investigate both on the current decision-making processes but also on the
best possible usage of building EDs in general.
Nevertheless, in order to account for the environmental aspects inherent to the buildings
themselves, environmental declarations seam to be an interesting standardised and streamlined
approach. As a matter of facts, most of the construction companies produce “standardised
solutions” which should make EDs interesting for the whole sector. More over, the approach
proposed by PCR should allow a proper coverage of all relevant environmental aspects. It is also
the aim of the ISO 21931 - Framework for Assessment of Environmental Performance of
Buildings. However, the aim of the ISO is rather to provide general guidelines than recognised
and standardised rules for stating building environmental performance assessments. Still the
ISO 21931 will constitute a reference in this field and therefore the PCR for new building should
be in line with the requirements of this document.

17.

Conclusion

Knowledge of environmental issues is growing in the conscience of the public. As written by the
Swedish Environmental Management Council, these developments will require that businesses
and organisations have more and better information about environmental aspects of products
and services and their potential impacts in order to be able to make their own decisions and to
place them in their own contexts. Hence, there is an increasing need for an objective and
reliable information that describes the environmental performance in a comparable way so that
it is possible to decide between different kinds of actions to reduce environmental problems
connected to products and services. The building sector is at the forefront of these concerns
due to its importance in the overall environmental issues. It is believed that this proposal and
the idea of building ED have a great interest for the sector but as said in the discussion the key
factor of success of the system is in its adaptation to the multi-purposes decision making
processes.
The development of the PCR took into account the requirements of the applicable and upcoming
standards, the availability of methodologies and their applicability and the current knowledge
within the topics addressed. The suggestion for product category rules is a base for further
reflections for program operators. Some topics are not addressed as they should for various
reasons but the author attempted to address the major concerns. The important outcome of the
project is that rules def are applicable and make possible the supply of environmental
declaration type III of new buildings.
The table 9 here under provides a picture of the requirements defined for producing a new
building ED type III thus providing a picture of the decisions taken.
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Table 9 Summary of the main requirements defined in the PCR

Environmental
information declared
Requirements
defined in the PCR

Cradle to gate

Operation

LCIA per functional
unit
System boundaries
defining building
products and sub
construction phases
accounted

LCIA per functional unit and
additional environmental information
System boundaries defining services
accounted:
HVAC
Lighting
Optional: internal physical
transportation services
Calculation rules for energy
consumption

Substances
contained in the
building based on
building product
contents

Maintenance
and
renovation
LCIA per functional unit

End of life

Building and building
product service lives
estimation requirements
based on the best available
information. As default,
generic values used

Scenario to be defined for the
dismantling. Waste treatment not
included in the system boundaries.
Declaration of the material fractions
produced (recyclable, reusable…etc).

LCIA per functional unit and LCI

Calculation rules for water savings
Emissions to the indoor air
Emissions from the building to water
recipients (leakage)
Domestic electric equipment
performances declared through their
energy class
Indoor comfort
Description of wastewater services
and solid waste services (including
facilities)
Data Quality Requirements

18.

Suggested research areas

This suggestion is based on the author reflections and consequently the PCR proposal should be
considered as a starting point that may be adapted to national program operators’ objectives for
some aspects.
Further investigations, researches and consensual discussions should be undertaken with
regards to:
- The program operator objectives that condition both the “desired scope of assessment” of
the ED and the “sphere of influence” of the actors.
- The decision-making processes and their influence on the content and format of the
declared information for an effective use of new building EDs.
- The parties to be involved in developing a consensus PCR. One important question would be
to know if relevant local authorities should be part of the discussions.
- The building material emissions inside the building as the researches undertaken did not
permit to define a satisfactory proposal.
The adequacy of the proposed energy calculation method with regards to the objectives of the
program operator.
It is possible that the previously mentioned further researches may suggest further
developments or adaptations for a better efficiency. For instance, the creation of specific PCRs
for sub-product groups like single family house: it may be more appropriate to apply more
specific LCA methodological choices, performance services definition or format of declaration. In
such cases, the following generic PCR can constitute a base for further specific PCR
developments.
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ANNEXES
ANNEX 1. : Structures to be included in the Eco-profile of the building
according to the Finnish BUILDING 90 classification system.
Code in the
BUILDING 90
classification
system
D
D1

Building elements on plot
Existing elements on plot

D2
D3

Earth excavation on plot
Rock excavation on plot

D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9

Filling on plot
Pipelines on plot
Gardening
Pavements
Equipment on plot
External constructions on plot

E
E1
E2
E3

Substructure elements
Earth excavation for buildings
Rock excavation for buildings
Filling for buildings

E4

Pipelines in building
substructure
Soil stabilisation
Structural elements
Foundations
Footings
Strip foundations
Ground floor slabs
Special foundation structural
elements
Structural frame elements
Civil defence shelters
Shafts
Stairs
Load bearing walls
Columns
Beams
Floor slabs
Box units
External envelope
External walls
Windows
External doors
External wall complementaries
Roof elements
Attic roofs and floors
Gables and eaves
Roof complementaries

E5
F
F1
F11
F12
F13
F14
F2
F21
F22
F23
F24
F25
F26
F27
F28
F3
F31
F32
F33
F34
F4
F41
F42
F43

Structure

Remarks
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Yes

No

x
Excavation work
Excavation and crushing work.
Only the part utilised on plot is
taken into account.

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
Significant embankments,
external car shelters etc. taken
into account

x

Excavation work
Rock excavation work
Excavation work and filling
layers

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Not fittings and other small parts
Not fittings and other small parts
Balcony structures

x
x
x
x
x
x

Gutters, drainpipes,
catwalks,snow barriers, bollards

x

F44
F45
F46

Skylights
Roof superstructure elements
Roof terraces

F5
F51
F52
F53
F54
F55
F56

F6
F61
F62
F63
F7
F71
F72
F73
F74
F8
F81
F82
F83
G
G1

Internal complementaries
Internal doors
Partitions
Suspended ceilings
Access floors
Uniform surface structures
Railings, maintenance platforms
and catwalks
Flues, ducts, chimneys,
fireplaces
Internal surfaces
Wall surfaces
Ceiling surfaces
Floor surfaces
Internal equipment
Fittings
Equipment
Machines and devices
Special internal equipment
Transportation equipment
Lifts
Escalators, conveyors
Other transportation elements
Mechanical services elements
Heating services

G2

Water and sewage services

G3

Air conditioning services

G4

Refrigeration services

G5
G6

Gas services
Steam services

G7
G8
H
H1
H2

Fire extinguisher services
Other mechanical services
Electrical services
Electrical services on plot
Distribution boards

H3

Installation channels

H4

Conductors and conductor

F57

x
x
Outdoor terraces with heated
space beneath
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Main heat production devices
and heat distribution and
dissipation products (according
to the mass)
Water treatment systems, water
network, sewage treatment
systems, sewer network,
insulation (not G25 plumbing
fixtures)
Air conditioning units, ducts, air
conditioning terminal units and
insulation (not G35 civil defence
shelter ventilation devices, not
G36 special services)
Condensers, compressors,
pipelines, distribution systems,
beams, insulation

x

Steam production devices,
pipelines, insulation

x

x

x

x

x
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x
x
x
Main and subdistribution boards,
not H23 compensating, not H24
filters
Cable shelves and ducts, not
H33 cable flashings
Wires. Also cables included in

x

x
x

C4

equipment
Lighting systems
Heaters and other equipment
Special electric systems
Information system services
Telephone systems
Broadcast reception systems
Sound reproduction and
signalling systems
Property data systems
Security and surveillance
systems
Building automation systems
Integrated systems
Site general
Site administration
Temporary installations
Auxiliary technical work and
service
Energy and supplies

C5

Lifting and transportation

C6
C7

Site equipment and utility goods
Quality control and
measurements
Additional work caused by
winter
Specific costs
Waste service
Building product transport to the
construction site

H5
H6
H7
J
J1
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
C
C1
C2
C3

C8
C9
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different systems.
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
All energy resource
consumption on site taken into
account
Only energy resource
consumption

x

x
x
x

Only energy resource
consumption

x

Waste

x
x

x

ANNEX 2: Survey

Pre-study done in the framework of the Master Thesis project
Survey on
- LCAs methodologies applied in the building sector
- EPD schemes
- Environmental performance building classification
systems
- EU regulations of energy consumption in buildings.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT OF THE STUDY
European concerns
The European Union (EU), through its thematic strategy on the urban development has
identified the built environment as a key sustainability priority concerning environmental
problems. The priority themes are sustainable urban management, sustainable urban transport,
sustainable construction and sustainable urban design (European commission, 2004).
Nowadays in Europe Buildings account for 42% of the energy consumed, which is the largest
share, and researches show that more than 1/5 of this energy could be saved by applying
tougher standards on buildings (Barchman, Nobels and Roger-France, July 2005). Considering
EU´s Kyoto protocol commitments, it rapidly appeared for the EU that efforts had to be
undertaken in that field. The Directive 2002 91 CE dealing with the energy performance of
buildings is addressing the concern, defining rules and making proposal for a higher energy
efficiency of EU members buildings.

LCA methods
However a simple focus on energy savings in buildings would not necessarily lead to
environmentally sound solutions. As an example of other related environmental concerns of the
construction activities one can mention that in Europe Buildings and the built environment use
half of the material taken from the Earth’s crust and are the source of 450 MT construction and
demolition waste per year (Commission of the European communities, 2004). Reducing the
consumption of energy consumed in buildings and eliminating waste are the major means of
reducing the environmental impact of buildings (Forsberg, 2003). A holistic approach is then
preferable considering the large panel of effects on the environment to be taken into account to
identify the best solution on an environmental point of view. There, the Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA) methodology is presented as the most suitable environmental assessment methodology.
Its Life cycle perspective and holistic approach will provide a more accurate and complete vision
of the environmental status of alternatives avoiding sub optimisations (Erlandsson M. and
Carlson P.O., 2005).

LCA Methodological concerns within the building sector
Though in Europe the LCA method for buildings, as described by the ISO 14040 series, is
considered to be the best approach, a discussion paper based on the PriceWaterHouseCoopers
(Halen V.C. et al., 2003) report raises a certain number of difficulties when it is about to define
specific LCA methods for the building sector. The lack of harmonisation on methods applied
throughout the EU countries for instance is one of them. As a matter of fact, as Environmental
Product Declarations (ISO 14025) are based on LCAs results the construction material
companies may end up with issuing several formats of Environmental Product Declarations
(EPDs) depending on the country of origin of the customer. More over, in order to cumulate the
environmental impacts of the different variables of the total environmental impact of the
building (e.g. Materials products, energy, building process, renovation…etc), the LCA results for
all of them have to have the same homogeneous additive methodological specificities. The
discussion paper thus proposes a way to solve the issue based on a step by step approach. It
advises to begin with defining a method for building materials and in-use phase first and then
implement it on the other columns meaning the other different variables of the total
environmental impact of the building (See “Greek Temple” concept Drs Jeroen, H.M. Bartels, Dr.
John Bowdidge and Ir. Chris J.G Hamans, February 2003).
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Figure 4Greek temple concept of building performance

Building environmental performance assessment
Reliable methods in buildings environmental performance are a good practical way to move
forward to sustainability in the building sector. As previously said the holistic approach of LCA
seams to be the most suitable environmental assessment methodology but a rough screening of
the methods generating the biggest interests in the researchers community shows that the
building classifications methods are not today necessarily LCA based.

2. METHODS AND OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of the report is to gain significant knowledge in EPD schemes,
environmental performance building classification, LCAs methodologies applied in the building
sector and EU regulations of energy consumption in buildings. The sustainable level mentioned
for some methodologies and some real case examples to reach it will also be further explained
in this report.
This knowledge learning will be carried out through a survey of the last relevant publicised
literature. The report issued will be the formalisation of the descriptive literature survey carried
out. The knowledge learning will permit to identify further research areas. The literature has
been found on institutional web sites or provided by experts.
Due to the author interests, the scope of the study will be limited to some EU countries for
knowledge learning of LCAs methodologies and focus on world-wide best available practices for
building classification.
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3. RESULTS
3.1.

LCA methods implemented in the building sector

IVL and KTH have performed a study on generic LCA-methodologies applicable for buildings.
This study aimed to find out how far the development and implementation of LCA for buildings
had come and to provide the audience a picture of the main differences between them.
(Erlandsson M. and Borg M., 2003).
The selected LCA methods to be compared were:
- ATHENA
- BRE Methodology. Envest.
- IVAM, “Eco-Quantum 3”
- SBU, “BEAT 2000”
- US EPA, “BEES”
The comparison was base on the various topics that influence the final results of the LCA. One
can mention among others:
-

Functional units (functional outputs + performance requirements)
System boundaries: building life cycle phases included, service coverage (water, heating,
maintenance, wastewater handling…etc).
Time dependence
Allocation procedures and cut off for material recycling or multi input/output processes
Procedure for data gaps
Indicators set / impact categories
Waste handling scenarios….

Differences of system boundaries
As an example of identified divergences between the selected methods, one can mention the
differences concerning the system boundaries called building life cycle phases or “buildingrelated services or facilities” in the paper. The results regarding this topic was that wastewater
handling was only included in the Eco-Quantum method.

Differences of allocation procedures
Allocation procedures are necessary in LCA when doing the LCI to allocate resources depletion
and environmental impacts to the studied product/service when different inputs and outputs
(products/services) are coming from a process (Multi input/output at a unit process). Allocation
procedures are also necessary when defining a waste-handling scenario. The allocation
procedures used in the studied LCA methods are “Economic value based”, based on the mass of
products, based on a national procedure (CSA in Canada: Mass or arbitrary method) or based on
the practitioner choice or not specified (see table 3 of the article).

Data quality and data gaps procedure
About Data quality, the data used can be generic (Envest), company specific (ATHENA), based
on average data (BEAT 2000) or be a mix of generic and specific like Eco-Quantum.
Data gaps can be replaced by best-estimated values like Envest do. BEAT recommends to let
data gaps left. Eco-Quantum does not recommend a specific method while ATHENA and BEES
left data gaps as they are till they manage to collect more data to fill known data gaps (generic
data is not used to fill temporary data gaps).

Environmental impact categories, characterisation and valuation methods
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The impact categories implemented in the five different LCA methods are mentioned in the table
4 of the article. For all the methods, the impact categories cover the safeguard subjects:
resource depletion, Human health and ecological consequences.
The table 5. of the paper of Erlandsson M. and Borg M. (2003) describes the characterisation,
normalisation or valuation methods proposed by the different tools. The value choices can be
based on political goals (BEAT 2000), expert panel view regarding environmental issues (Envest
and ATHENA) or panel verbal importance using the AHP-method (BEES 2.0).
The different recognised methods mentioned are CML, UMIP, EDIP, Ecopoints or mixed
perspectives like for BEES 2.0.
A comparative study of the three most applied LCIA methods EDIP97, CML2001 and Ecoindicator 99 has been performed by the Technical University of Denmark (Dreyer et al., 2003).
EDIP97 and CML2001 can be directly compared as they are mi-point approaches while Ecoindicator 99 is a end-point approach. Thus Eco-indicator 99 results are then only compared to
the weighted and aggregated EDIP97 results.
The main result of the study is mentioned by Dreyer Louise, Nieman Anne-Louise, Hauschild
Michael:
“For EDIP97 and CML2001, it mainly matters which method is used if the
chemical impacts on human health and ecosystem health are important for the
study. For the other impact categories, the differences are minor for these two
methodologies. For EDIP97 and Eco-indicator 99, the patterns of most important
contributors to the weighted and aggregated impact scores are rather different,
and considering the known differences in the underlying framework and models,
the results of the two methods may well go in opposite directions for some
inventories even if the conclusion is the same for the inventory studied in this
paper.”
From the conclusions of this scientific report, it is clear that some divergences in the results can
be expected through the implementation of different environmental impact categories even if in
most cases those differences are not important.

Weaknesses of all the selected methods raised following the survey
It also appeared that a comparison topic selected by the authors raised some weaknesses or
lacks of all the studied methods. As an example, on can mention the fact that the tools did not
integrate the time dependence of the assessment into account or did not permit it (Paragraph
4.2.). This is of importance in the building sector as the lifetimes of the services/products are
important.
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3.2.
3.2.1.

Type III Environmental Declarations
Generals

Type III: environmental declarations
ISO 14020 provides guidance on the goals and principles that should frame all environmental
labelling programs and efforts, including practitioner programs and self-declaration. ISO 14020
defined the different types of environmental labels and declarations:
Type I: environmental seals like Blue Angel, European Eco-Label;
Type II: self-declarations, like water consumption of a dish washer;
Type III: environmental product declarations containing quantified product information, with a
mandatory 3rd party validation.
A Type III ED is a set of quantified environmental data consisting of predetermined categories
of parameters based on Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) according to the ISO 14040 series of
standards but not excluding additional environmental information provided within a Type III
environmental declaration programme (ISO 14025), with at least a minimum set of parameters
for a/each product group. There is a requirement for presenting a minimum of inventory data
together with interpretation, and the information should be critically reviewed.
More detailed justification of EDs interests are listed here under:
Environmental impact presentations with explanations and information support
Meeting demands for objectivity, comparability and credibility
The need for open and quantitative environmental information for new target groups and
markets
International consensus regarding environmental declarations Type III
Facilitating the process of product development, fulfilling continuous improvement in the
EMS work and preparing EPDs for end products
A "living" document concurrent with the product developing process
One EPD for a large variety of target groups and markets
The ISO 14025 provides requirements for bodies such as program operators choosing to
develop and promote the use of EPDs.
Environmental Declaration of products is generally intended for use in business to business
communication but its use in business to consumer communication is not precluded.
In practice, Type III environmental declarations can be named environmental product
declaration, eco-leaf, environmental declaration of product, eco-profile and environmental
profile. In the following chapter the term EPD will be used quite often.

Product Category rules (PCR)
In order to ensure comparability and achieve harmonisation within product groups (aim to
develop and use Type III EDs), the ISO 14025 standard mentions that the development of some
documents, called Product Category Rules (PCR), should be encouraged.
Definition of Product Category Rules (ISO 14025)

“ PCR are a set of rules, requirements and guide lines for developing Type III
environmental declarations for one or more product categories.”

Those documents will permit mutual recognition of rules, harmonisation of procedures and
declaration formats.

Construction Product Directive (CPD)
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The Directive 89/106/EEC contains essential requirements relating to "materials intended for
construction"(e.g. Mechanical resistance and stability, Safety in case of fire). "Materials intended
for construction" are defined in the Directive as those products that are manufactured to form a
permanent part of structures. Structures refer to both buildings and works of art.
When only the directive 89/106/EEC of 21 December 1988 is applicable to the construction
product, the CE marking indicates the conformity of the product to the directive.
Here under are stated the ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS No. 3. Hygiene, health and the
environment of the Council Directive 89/106/EEC of 21 December 1988 on the approximation of
laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States relating to construction
products (89/106/EEC) also called CPD.
“The construction work, must be designed and built in such a way that it will not be a threat to
the hygiene or health of the occupants or neighbours, in particular as a result of any of the
following:
- the giving-off of toxic gas,
- the presence of dangerous particles or gases in the air.
- the emission of dangerous radiation
- pollution or poisoning of the water or soil,
- faulty elimination of waste water, smoke, solid or liquid wastes,
- the presence of damp in parts of the works or on surfaces within the works. “

3.2.2.

Situation in 2003 regarding European LCA methods and EPD schemes

One can notice that the ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS No. 3. Hygiene, health and the
environment of the Council Directive 89/106/EEC do not specify requirements in terms of
environmental performance. In other terms, CPD essential requirements on environmental
aspects are focused on indoor environment instead of environmental effects in the life cycle as
in the LCA-approach. The European Commission recognises the need to improve environmental
performance of products and the need to provide comprehensive environmental information on
products. The overall objective of the study performed by PriceWaterHouseCoopers for the
European Commission (DG Enterprise Construction Unit) was to provide the technical
specification writers of CPDs, with relevant information on how to include relevant
environmental aspects in CPDs.
The study dome by PWHC consisted in:
- Providing a short description of existing national environmental declaration schemes.
- Comparing those described schemes
- Provide solutions for European harmonisation of LCA/LCI schemes (which constitute a
base for EPDs).
In the here under table are stated the LCA-based schemes that are clearly relevant for
harmonisation in the construction sector and possible connection to the CPD.

Table 1: EPD schemes and other LCA-based tools analysed in the study performed by
PriceWaterHouseCoopers
Country Organisation

Schemes for materials and buildings

Type

Year

BRE Environmental Profiles of Construction
Products

III

1999
1999

UK

BRE (Building Research
Establishment)

NL

NVTB (Dutch Construction Product MRPI (Environmental Relevant Product
Association)
Information)

III

NL

NEN (Dutch Standardisation

method 2002

MEPB (Material Based Environmental Profile for
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Organisation)

Building)

F

AFNOR (French standard
organisation)

XP P01010-1 & XP P01010-2 Environmental Quality
of Construction Products : methodology and model
III
(1) and operating data for application in a building
(2)

2001

DK

SBI (Danish Building and Urban
Research)

MVDB (Environmental Product Declaration for
Building Products)

III

2002

FIN

VTT / RTS. Technical Research
Centre of Finland

Environmental Assessment of Building Products /
RTS Environmental Declaration

III

2001

S

Swedish Environmental
Management Council (Svenska
Miljöstyrningsrådet)

Environmental Product Declaration

III

1997

S

Ecocycle Council for the Building
Sector

Building Product Declaration

II

1997

D

German Building Materials
Association

Ganzheitliche Bilanzierung von Baustoffe und
Gebäude

Project 2000

D

AUB (Arbeitsgemeinschafft
Environmental Declaration of Construction Products III
Umweltverträgliches Bauproducte)

2002

N

Byggforsk (Norwegian Building
Research Institute)

CEPMC (Council of European
EU level Products of Materials for
Construction)

EcoDec

III

2000

Guidance for the Provision of Environmental
Information on Construction Products

II

2000

Remark: It has to be noted that the EPD schemes and other LCA-based tools analysed in the
study can deal with construction products or the whole building.
The different LCA methods are compared through a selection of different criteria:
- Goals of the LCA
- Current status of the scheme (under development, implemented…)
- Functional unit
- System boundaries
- Indicators
- Allocation procedure
- Data quality
- Etc…
The level of detail of the information contained in the report regarding comparison does not
permit to provide a detailed status of the differences between the selected LCA methods (e.g.
informations provided regarding the LCIA of each method p.29).
However, the report highlights a certain number of divergences that may dramatically influence
the results. The results for two criteria are presented here under: the goal definition and the
system boundaries.

The goals
EPDs can have different objectives. They can state the conformity of Buildings or building
products to environmental requirements (e.g. environmental impact < X). EPDs can simply state
the environment impacts of the considered product itself and may be use for product
comparison. Another EPDs’ application is its use as a modular information source for the
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determination of the environmental impacts of the whole building. The entire environmental
load could in that case be calculated from the various environmental declarations of products
integrated in the building.
One can notice p. 24 of the PWHC report that only two of the nine methods compared can reach
the previously mentioned EPDs’ objectives.
That is the reason why, as mentioned in the report, when designing an EPD scheme, it should
be absolutely clear to which purpose the data will be used. An integrated approach would
though be preferable.

The system boundaries
Three different system boundaries have been identified among the nine different schemes:
- cradle to gate (The Netherlands, UK, Germany, Sweden,)
- cradle to building site (UK and Finland)
- cradle to grave (The Netherlands, UK, France, Sweden, Denmark and CEPMC (EU))

Figure 5Simplified illustration of the different system boundaries implemented

One could continue enumerating the numerous differences identified between the European
EDP schemes. The important notice when considering the various European methods is that, the
divergences are high and harmonisation should be done for the benefits of the European
building sector business (circulation of goods, cost effective declaration…etc). Next chapter will
develop the harmonisation options available (ISO, CEN…). Still some difficulties will have to be
faced knowing each country scheme precedence.

3.2.3.

Towards harmonisation

ISO standard works
ISO/DIS 21930 “Sustainability in building construction -- Environmental declaration of building
products” is under development. The committee in charge is TC 59/SC 17/WG 3 “Environmental
declaration of products”.
This document will permit to realise worldwide homogenous PCR framework for building
products.
Secretariat: France (AFNOR)
16 participating countries (Belgium (IBN), Canada (SCC), Finland (SFS), Germany (DIN), Italy
(UNI), Japan (JISC), Korea, Republic of (KATS), Netherlands (NEN), Norway (SN), Poland (PKN),
Spain (AENOR), Sweden (SIS), Switzerland (SNV), USA (ANSI), United Kingdom (BSI)).
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European on going works
The European Committee for standardisation (CEN) is developing European Standards used in
building and civil engineering. A technical committee, CEN/TC350, has been created with the
intention to elaborate a method for the assessment of overall sustainability of buildings and built
environment. This includes the items presented in the table here under.
For our purpose, environmental product declaration of product processes and services in the
building sector, it is important to note that it includes among others:
- Methodology and data for generic data
- Communication format
- Product Category rules

Existing Product Category Rules
The Swedish Environmental Institute together with the official program operator in Sweden
called “the Swedish Environmental Management Council” issued in March 2005 a Product
category Rules for building products. The document is valid for all building products that are
manufactured or processed for incorporation in buildings or other construction works.
The document describes the methodological requirements, data quality requirements,
calculation rules, requirements on content product declaration and format of the declaration.
The approach is restricted to “Cradle to Gate” product life stages however the PCR includes
specifications for a “Cradle to grave” approach.
Here after, an example of methodological choice is provided for a better understanding of the
level of detail of the specifications:
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Allocation procedures are needed when talking about the use of recycled materials from a
product 1 to a product 2. In the PCR, the material recycling and technosphere system
boundaries are defined as follows. “The exact system boundary settings between the first and
the next product systems are defined by the willingness to pay for the recycled material”. For
instance, if a secondary user (making product 2) pays for the recycled materials it uses, the
environmental burden for treating the materials coming from product 1 will be allocated to
product 2.
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3.3.

Building classification

Every following assessment method targets the same underneath overall achievement: improve
the current or future environmental performance of the studied buildings with the intention to
make them reach an environmental performance that would qualify the buildings as sustainable.
A need has raised for a method that would permit to measure the environmental performance of
buildings and define the previously mentioned sustainable performance targets associated to the
measurements.
The classifications further explained in this paragraph consist of assessment methods and their
associated levels of performances. They differ in various aspects.

3.3.1.

LEED – A green building rating system. USA.

The LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Green Building Rating System® is a
voluntary, consensus-based national standard for developing high-performance, sustainable
buildings (U.S. Green Building Council, 2005). The standard is divided in 6 building adapted
different documents:
•
•
•
•
•
•

New commercial construction and major renovation projects (LEED-NC)
Existing building operations (LEED-EB)
Commercial interiors projects (LEED-CI)
Core and shell projects (LEED-CS)
Homes (LEED-H)
Neighborhood Development (LEED-ND)

The description of the method will be based on LEED-NC.

The method
LEED is a credit-based system for assessing building performance and meeting sustainability
goals. It is a third party certification system. The actual version LEED 2.2 has been approved.
The LEED-NC version 2.2 Fact Sheet summarises the major technical changes in the ballot draft
of LEED-NC v2.2.
64 credit points are divided among 5 environmental impact areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable Sites (SS)
Water Efficiency (WE)
Energy and Atmosphere (EA)
Materials and Resources (MR)
Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ)

In addition there are 5 credit points for Innovation and Design Process (ID) activities. There are
prerequisites in 4 of these areas that every building must meet and several credit options in
each area. Many credits have several tiers for increasing performance achievements. The results
are not weighted. Each credit is equivalent to 1 point. In order to earn a LEED certification a
minimum of 26 points must be achieved (in addition to all the prerequisites). (See the table 2.
here under for a complete credit list). A Silver rating is achieved by earning between 33 and 38
points, Gold between 39-51 and Platinum between 52-69.
Every credit consists of a description of intent, requirements and documentation submittals. In
many cases there is a referenced standard and credit calculation procedures. Credit
requirements are accompanied by descriptive information about economic, environmental and
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community issues related to the credit. In many cases, examples and additional resources are
also listed.
The LEED process consists of registering a building project and then fulfilling the credit
requirements and submitting the required documentation.
It has to be noted that the scope of the assessment also includes a part called “Sustainable
sites” which aim to assess some of the building environmental impact on its close environment
and introduce typical New urbanism concerns such as available transport alternatives or
protection and restoration of open spaces.
Table 2 LEED 2.0 credit list

The Minimum Energy Performance credit taken as an example to illustrate the LEED method in
practice (See part Energy and atmosphere credits in table 2.)
Intent
Establish the minimum level of energy efficiency for the base building and systems.
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Requirements
Design the building to comply with ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-1999 (without amendments)
or the local energy code, whichever is more stringent.
Submittals
Provide a LEED Letter Template, signed by a licensed professional engineer or architect,
stating that the building complies with ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1-1999 or local energy codes. If local
energy codes were applied, demonstrate that the local code is equivalent to, or more stringent
than, ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1-1999 (without amendments).
Potential Technologies & Strategies:
Design the building envelope and systems to maximize energy performance. Use a computer
simulation model to assess the energy performance and identify the most cost effective energy
measures. Quantify energy performance compared to the baseline building.

Criticisms towards LEED
An extract of the general research conclusion of Chris W. Scheuer and Gregory A. Keoleian
report (2002) is

“… The lack of comparability between LEED ratings and LCA results indicates that when
considered in a life cycle perspective LEED does not provide a consistent, organised structure for
achievement of environmental goals. Further, the desegregation into individual credits may
stimulate specific solutions, but overall building integration may be less than ideal. Finally the
lack of balanced results may lead to so much variation in total building environmental
performance that a building’s rating may not align with its actual performance. In these respects
the LEED program does not fulfil its goal of providing a standard of measure. While LEED
appears to be accomplishing the goals of an eco-labeling program that is as a marketing and
policy tool it is not as successful at being a comprehensive methodology for assessment of
environmental impacts…. Refinement of LEED should emphasise integration of life cycle oriented
measures and standards.”
As a concrete item highlighting this statement, one can mention for instance the approach of
LEED regarding construction materials. The approach there is quite limited as the environmental
impacts induced by the building material production related activities are overlooked.
However the developer of LEED, USGBC, is currently working on a new version of LEED that will
integrate LCA within LEED. As the version is under development and likely to change, no further
information on the extent of the LCA integration is available today. Here under is the approach
described by Nigel Howard, in charge of this evolution:
“We have been working with 150 stakeholders in 6 working groups tackling 10 major tasks to
develop a level playing field methodology for the use of LCA within LEED. We envisage this
component of our work taking another year to complete.

We are also commencing the development of LEED V3 with a stakeholder meeting in February.
This will establish the work program for V3 of LEED including considering how LCA will be
accommodated. We envisage developing a LEED V3 Framework over a 2 year period and then
transitioning each of the versions of LEED - NC, EB, CI, CS, H, ND to V3 through several
iterations. This will allow all markets to adapt appropriately and progressively. The V3 version
of each product will adopt Bioregionally weighted credits as the final phase of transition.”
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3.3.2.

Comprehensive Assessment System for building environmental Efficiency
(CASBEE). Japan.

CASBEE is a labelling tool based on the environmental performance of buildings. The method
and associated tool is designed to accommodate a wide range of uses (offices, schools,
apartments, etc.).
CASBEE is composed of four assessment tools corresponding to the building lifecycle. The
CASBEE assessment tools are:
- CASBEE for Pre-design
- CASBEE for New Construction
- CASBEE for Existing Building
- CASBEE for Renovation
Here under is presented a table matching the four assessment tools with their intended
application building lifecycle phase.
Table 3 Building Lifecycle and four Assessments Tools

CASBEE for Pre-design
This tool aims to assist the owner, planner and others involved at the planning (pre-design)
stage of the project. It has two main roles:
1) To assist in grasping issues such as the basic environmental impact of the project and
selecting a suitable site.
2) To evaluate the environmental performance of the project at the Pre-design stage.
CASBEE for New Construction
This is a self-assessment check system that allows architects and engineers to raise the BEE
value of the building under consideration during its design process. It makes assessments based
on the design specification and the anticipated performance. It can also serve as a labeling tool
when the building is subjected to expert third-party assessment. Remodeling and replacement
constructions are evaluated under "CASBEE for New Construction."
CASBEE for Existing Building
This assessment tool targets existing building stock, based on operation records for at least one
year after completion. It was developed to be applicable to asset assessment as well.
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CASBEE for Renovation
In the same way as "CASBEE for Existing Building", this tool targets existing buildings. It can be
used to generate proposals for building operation monitoring, commissioning and upgrade
design with a view to ESCO (Energy Service Company) projects, which will be increasingly
important in future, and for building stock renovation. This tool is designed for ascertaining the
degree of improvement (increased BEE), relative to the level that preceded renovation. Labelling
is also possible by third-party agencies. ()
So, depending on the building lifecycle phase, the method is either based on design
specifications or based on operation records. The coverage of the method is quite
comprehensive however some remarks are done later in this chapter.

Main principles
The method consists in determining the two following Q and L factors:
Q (Quality): Building Environmental Quality & Performance:

Evaluates "improvement in living amenity for the building users, within the hypothetical
enclosed space (the private property)."
L (Loadings): Building Environmental Loadings:

Evaluates "negative aspects of environmental impact which go beyond the hypothetical enclosed
space to the outside (the public property)."
Remarks:
(1) This indicator Q is a measurement of the well being of future or current users. It has to be
noted however that, as mentioned later in the paragraph, this method also includes a part on
“Outdoor Environment on Site” (Q3). Among the parameters examined, a focus is done on the
potential environmental impacts of the building, as a development, on the surroundings. Here
are considered:
- the visual impacts of the building
- the impacts on flora and fauna (conservation of existing ecological resources)
- the impacts on the cultural heritage
- the monitoring plan
- Etc…
Therefore one can say that the scope of the assessment is not restricted to the building itself
and that the assessment method is also partly including some EIA related aspects
(Environmental Impact Assessment).
(2) As said in the overview description of CASBEE, the method “…should take into consideration
issues and problems peculiar to Japan and Asia”.
This can be illustrated by the evaluation criteria “Earthquake resistance” in Quality of
Service/Durability reliability. Those aspects are taken into account, not because they are part of
the Japanese regulations (those regulatory requirements are not part of the scope of the
method) but rather because they increase the lifetime of the building.

Boundaries
Environmental loads that impact the outsides of the building site are clearly separated to the
benefits generated by the building towards its users. The boundary defined throughout the
definitions above is represented on the scheme here under. It is important to note that it is the
building site that is assessed and not only the building itself.
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Figure 6 Hypothetical boundary scheme

When the Q (Quality) and L (Loadings) have been defined, an indicator called Building
Environmental Efficiency is calculated which represent the environmental performance of the
building. Formula is:

When representing the results on a graph with L on the x-axis, Q on the y-axis, one can
understand that the steeper the slope defined by the line (0,0) to BEE point is the more
sustainable the building is (See interrupted lines of the graphic presentation here under):

Figure 7 Environmental Labeling Based on Building Environmental Efficiency (BEE)

The Q and L factors are subdivided as follows:
-

L1 Energy
L2 Resources & Materials
L3 Off-site Environment
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-

Q1 Indoor environment
Q2 Quality of services
Q3 Outdoor environment on site

One retrieves those assessment categories in the two documents that serve as a base for
implementing the method: the main sheet and the score sheet. Those documents are presented
in ANNEX 1
Each parameter is scored. This grade is weighed and integrated in the overall category indicator
(Q1, Q2…etc).
The version 2003 of CASBEEE weighing was based on expert’s views. Importance was given to
Energy load and In-door environment. The version 2004 of, which includes factories as a new
building type, the CASBEE developers conducted a wide-ranging questionnaire survey of the
designers, building owners and operators, related officials and others who would actually use
the system. The results were processed by through the AHP technique (Analytic Hierarchy
Process).

Table 4 Weighting coefficients version 2004 of CASBEE

Finally, the results are presented on a “Result sheet” (ANNEX 2 of the pre-study)

Focus on one subcategory of evaluation
There are different ways to evaluate a criterion.
The criterion assessment can be based on:
- Simple level definition. For instance Level 3 corresponds to “People’s ordinary voices do not
cause annoyance” (Sound insulation of partition walls evaluation).
- Basic numerical values: level 3 correspond to temperature settings of 20 degrees in the
winter and 26 degrees in the summer.
- Calculation charts that are provided. For instance to determine the proportion of available
daylight that can be taken into the interior (expressed through daylight factors).
- Calculation methods like for energy consumption calculations.
- Standards. For instance for chemical pollutants released to the atmosphere.
- Technical specifications.
Globally one can say that the guidances are well defined for each criterion and little freedom is
left to the assessor.

3.3.3.

Sustainable Buildings

Sustainable Buildings is a Building Environmental Performance Assessment method:
- Based on the LCA method Erlandsson 2003a, 2003b for the requirements related to
environmental impacts. The results are expressed in mPe/m2.
- That includes energy property and supply requirements expressed in kWh*(m2*BRA*year)1 or primary energy kWh/m2 depending on what is considered
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-

That includes a questionnaire and technical specifications(e.g. ventilation in l/s) to
determine indoor comfort and health aspect

Five types of buildings and associated performance requirements are defined:
- Single-family houses
- Multi-dwelling houses’
- Office buildings
- Education buildings
- Health cares buildings.
Sustainable buildings requirements are defined from different sources:
- Performance requirements for indoor comfort are found => Carlson et al (2004)
- Energy and environmental requirements classes
=> Erlandsson (2005)
- Indoor comfort
=> others such as AFS2000:42
An example of requirement table is presented here under where
Class A – Sustainable, defined as a building that is 1) ecologically sustainable, 2) economically
and technically realistic and 3) socially acceptable.
Class B – Sound, between A and C, but still representing a relatively ambitious performance
Class C – Acceptable, means that the performance requirements agree with today's praxis,
regulations or standards.
Table 6 Energy related supply requirements classes for different building subsystems, specified for different premises
[primary energy kWh/h2]

3.3.4.

Technical frames of reference HQE (High Environmental Quality). France.

The technical standard presented has been developed by the technical and scientific research
centre of the building industry CSTB (Centre Scientifique et Technique du Bâtiment). The
standard is today valid for new tertiary buildings (offices, schools...) or heavily renovated
tertiary buildings realised in Europe. The assessment of the building is performed through an
audit. It is mentioned in the technical standard that the operational phase is not included in the
scope of the certification. However the technical reference document is meant to provide the
environmental performance of the operational phase through the documents that it requires
(among others calculation results). It means that the audit is based on data, documents or
theoretical calculations. However, a document related to the operational phase is under
development at the CSTB (Centre Scientifique et Technique du Bâtiment).

Scope of the evaluation
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The scope of the evaluation is defined by the “coverage” of the 14 targets included in the
assessment. Those targets cover:
- the construction phase
- the in-use phase from a design perspective
- the maintenance phase
The scope of the assessment also includes indoor quality aspects such as:
- in-door comfort
- health aspects (Air, water quality)
The 14
-

targets, or concern areas, are:
Target n°01 : Connection of the building with its close environment
Target n°02 : Integrated choice of construction products, systems and processes
Target n°03 : Lay environmental impact of the works
Target n°04 : Energy handling
Target n°05 : Water handling
Target n°06 : Waste activities handling
Target n°07 : Maintenance
Target n°08 : hydrothermal comfort
Target n°09 : Acoustic comfort
Target n°10 : Visual comfort
Target n°11 : Olfactory comfort
Target n°12 : Spaces health quality
Target n°13 : Air quality
Target n°14 : Water quality

Performances levels
BASE: corresponding to the minimum acceptable performance level meaning it can correspond
to the regulations if those ones are demanding enough.
COMPETITIVE: level corresponding to good practices.
VERY COMPETITIVE: level adjusted to the performances noticed in highly environmentally
efficient operations.

Certificate
The certificate is awarded on the base of the Building Environmental Quality Profile (See an
example of profile here under).

Figure 8 Visual representation of the results: environmental profile of the building –Source STBR

If the results are above the profile represented here under, the building is certified.
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Figure 9 Minimum requirements for obtaining the HQE certificate

In other terms, 3 targets at least should be assessed as VERY COMPETITIVE (TRES
PERFORMANT in the table above), 4 targets at least should be assessed as COMPETITIVE, and a
maximum of 7 targets should be assessed as BASE. Implicitly, all targets should at least reach
the BASE level.
Remark:
Target n° 04 « Energy handling » should reach the COMPETITIVE or VERY COMPETITIVE level
in any case for buildings or building parts that should respect the RT2000 (Regulation on energy
consumption of buildings in France).

Focus on the assessment of some targets
a) The Target n° 04 « Energy handling » will be taken as an example for explaining the
evaluation process of targets.
Table 7 Target n° 04 « Energy handling » criteria

Concern

Characteristics

Reduce energy
Primary energy
consumption due to
consumption for heating,
heating, ventilation, lighting ventilation, lighting and
and water heating.
water heating.
2 calculation methods
available for COMPETITIVE
AND VERY COMPETITIVE
levels :
- RT2000 methods with
coefficients C et Cref of each
building;
- either another equivalent
method;
Results shall be expressed
in kWh per square meter
per year of primary energy.

Criteria
C ≤ Cref
+ C value provided
+ calculation notes
C ≤ 0,92 x Cref
Or equivalent performance using another
method

Performance level
BASE

COMPETITIVE

+ C value provided
+ calculation notes
C ≤ 0,92 x Cref
Or equivalent performance using another
method

VERY COMPETITIVE

+ C value provided
+ calculation notes
+ Lighting consumption 30%
under the reference value
defined by RT2000.

The coefficients C and Cref are calculated applying the Th-C calculation method (Thermal
calculation method for Energy consumption of buildings). Cref is calculated from reference data
for the various parameters influencing the results (Uref values…) while the C coefficient is
calculated from the real data of the considered building. The coefficient Cref represents the right
to consume while the coefficient C represents the expected energy consumption of the building.
Remark:
The standards defining the methodological framework for the description and characterisation of
the environmental impacts of buildings in France have been released (First part out of two – the
second is under development):
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NF P01-020-1 March 2005 Building - Environmental quality of construction products and
buildings - Part 1 : framework for the description of environmental and sanitary performances of
buildings
NF P01-020-2 Part 2 will define the methodology to apply to evaluate the environmental and
sanitary performances of the buildings.
b) Target 9: acoustic comfort.
The acoustic comfort is assessed through two sub-targets:
- Optimisation of architectural dispositions to protect the building users from noise
pollution. The coherence of the spatial configuration of the building is assessed with
regards to acoustic aspects.
- Creation of an acoustic quality adapted to the activities undertaken in the different
spaces/rooms of the building (parameters assessed: acoustic pressure in the room,
acoustic isolation from the outside, time average glare, acoustic absorption…etc). The
Table presenting the quantified requirements is appended ANNEX 3 with a special focus
on offices and education buildings that should conform to specific requirements in
France.
The different kinds of rooms defined are:
- Very sensible room: rest room.
- Sensible room: meeting room, office, music room, and conference room…etc
- Noisy room: work shop, ventilation room, sports arena…etc
c) Target 10: Visual comfort.
The acoustic comfort is assessed through two sub-targets:
- Maximise the benefits of the natural lighting while avoiding its drawbacks (dazzle). The
assessment is mainly based on the value of the “FLJ” (daylight factor) for the benefits of
natural lighting. The daylight factor is the proportion in % of the outside natural lighting
in cloudy conditions, including reflections on the surrounding environment. The
assessment of the drawbacks (dazzle) is done calculating the brightness (measured in
candela / m2). Some softwares are available for determining the daylight factor in
different areas of a building.
- Have a comfortable artificial lighting when necessary.
d) Target 13: air quality.
The air quality is assessed through two sub-targets:
- Guaranty of efficient ventilation system.
- Control of the pollution sources
See ANNEX 4 for further information. The assessment is based of the architectural dispositions
for reducing air pollution sources effects (including radon). Best grade is given for designers that
are aware of VOC and other chemicals emitted from building products.

3.4.
3.4.1.

EU regulations on building energy performance
The EC Directive on energy consumption in buildings.

In the following chapter a focus is done on the regulations in the EU regarding energy
consumption in the buildings through the national implementations of the EC Directive on
energy consumption in buildings.
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This Directive 2002 91 EC on the energy performance of buildings lays down requirements as
regards:
• the general framework for a methodology of calculation of the integrated energy
performance of buildings;
• the application of minimum requirements on the energy performance of new buildings;
• the application of minimum requirements on the energy performance of large existing
buildings that are subject to major renovation;
• energy certification of buildings and
• Regular inspection of boilers and of air-conditioning systems in buildings and in addition an
assessment of the heating installation in which the boilers are more than 15 years old.
The Directive state in Article 3 that “Member States shall apply a methodology, at National or

Regional level, of calculation of the energy performance of buildings on the basis of the general
framework set out in the Annex”

The Directive states in Article 4 “Setting of energy performance requirements” that the “Member
States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that minimum energy performance
requirements for buildings are set, based on the methodology referred to in Article 3”. A

distinction is made between new and existing buildings.

And the Directive state that a Certificate of the Energy Performance of the Building has to be
issued, communicated and placed in a prominent place clearly visible to the public for buildings
over 1000 m2.
The directive also state that “The energy performance certificate for buildings shall include

reference values such as current legal standards and benchmarks in order to make it possible
for consumers to compare and assess the energy performance of the building.” The member

states are consequently free to choose the detailed content of information that the certificate
will include.

The Berlaymont Building project report (Mr. Barchman et al., 2005) provides a set of different
certificates issued by the involved countries.

The British implementation
The Office of the Prime Minister Department is taking in charge the elaboration of the building
regulations in UK with regards to the EU Directive on energy consumption.
They created four documents in line with the Directive: Interim versions of Approved Documents
for Part F (ventilation) and Part L (energy efficiency) and other supporting material have been
published in preparation changes to the for the Building Regulations, coming into effect on 06
April 2006.

-

-

Conservation of fuel and power L1A New dwellings

Conservation of fuel and power L1B Existing Buildings
Conservation of fuel and power L2A New buildings other than dwellings
Conservation of fuel and power L2B Work in existing buildings that are not dwellings

The regulation will oblige the buildings to respect the five following criteria:
Criterion 1: The predicted rate of carbon dioxide emissions from the building (the BER) is not
greater than the target rate (the TER).
In other terms, it means that the performance of the assessed building is expressed through the
BER. The performance of the building is compared with its associated reference building
performance which performances are calculated with reference data (e.g typical U values for
roof, walls…etc). The energy performance of the reference building is expressed through the
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TER. The documents describe the calculations to undertake to determine the performance of the
building.
Criterion 2: the performance of the building fabric and the heating, hot water and fixed lighting
systems should be no worse than the design limits set out in paragraphs 27 to 58 of the
document.
Criterion 3: Those parts of the building that are not provided with comfort cooling systems have
appropriate passive control measures to limit solar gains.
Criterion 4: the performance of the building, as built, is consistent with the prediction made in
the BER.
Criterion 5: The necessary provisions for enabling energy efficient operation of the building are
put in place.

France
The directive transposition to the French law is still on going. A new version of the last energetic
regulation of new buildings RT2000, called RT2005, will be issued soon and a law on energy
orientations that will introduce energy performance diagnostic and certificates will cover the
requirements of the Directive 2002 91 EC.
The existing methods available, or models used are:
- Th-C for new buildings (RT 2000)
- Th-C-Clim for future new buildings
- Pleiade-Comfie
- PAPTER
The Th-C results are also expressed in Total primary energy needs. The model is based on the
algorithms EN13190. This model excludes a certain number of areas or processes (parking, nonheated rooms, heated rooms for process needs, the efficiency of the ice-storage, lifts… etc).
As the model has not been compared to real data (energy bills), some divergences could be
noticed in the results.
The RT2000 (today’s available regulation) requires three performances to be reached:
- the energy consumption should be under a reference level
- the indoor temperature should be above a reference temperature in summer
- the performances of some components should be above some defined thresholds
(isolation, ventilation, heating systems…).
The RT2000 regulation takes into account heating, lighting, water heating, ventilation and air
conditioning.

Germany
There is a standard DIN V 18599 that describes the calculation method of energy consumption
in buildings.
It is said to be a holistic approach as it includes:
- Heating
- Cooling
- Ventilation
- Air-conditioning
- DWH
- Multifunctional generators
- Lighting
The results are expressed in the (1) net energy demands, (2) final energy demands and (3)
primary energy demands. (Mr. Barchman, Mr Nobels and Mr Roger-Frnace, July 2005)
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Holland
There are two standards in the Netherlands for the calculation method of energy consumption in
buildings:
- One based on an official Dutch standard NEN 2926:2001 for new non-residential
buildings.
- The EPA-U method for energy consumption in existing non-residential buildings.
The results are expressed in Total primary energy needs per year. This method, as the German
one, is also a holistic approach that includes basically all the installations and processes (Mr.
Barchman, Mr Nobels and Mr Roger-Frnace, July 2005).

General conclusions about the EU Directive 2002 91 EC
From the common “Berlaymont Building certification project” experience (project carried out by
different European countries), it appears that the degree of subsidiarity left by the Directive is
too high today to lead to similar results when implementing the various methods developed on a
national level. A consensus is reached among the various participants about the necessity to
increase harmonisation in the various methodologies in Europe.

4. CONCLUSION
This survey provided valuable knowledge to the author in the investigated fields:
LCAs methodologies applied in the building sector
EPD schemes
Environmental performance building classification systems
EU regulations of energy consumption in buildings.
The research undertaken revealed the existence of a multitude of method and tools developed
to assess the environmental performance of buildings and building parts. The survey also
permitted the author to identify the key concerns that will have to be dealt with later on in the
framework of the Master Thesis project.
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ANNEXES of the pre-study

ANNEX 1: Score Sheet for CASBEE for New Construction (1/2)

Score Sheet for CASBEE for New Construction (2/2)
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ANNEX 2: Assessment Results Sheet for CASBEE for Existing Building
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ANNEX 3: requirements for Target N9 of HQE classification of buildings (French system)

ANNEX 4: Assessment criteria for air quality of the HQE classification of buildings (French
system)
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ANNEX 3 of main report: Used average figures for establishing energy use
distributed among different system parts.
Issue
Occupants (Pe) per
dwelling, Pe/dwelling
Heat from people, W
Duration factor for
occupancy
Domestic Hot Water
(DHW), kWh
Transformation of DHW
for heating
Domestic electricity, kWh
Transformation of
domestic electricity for
heating
Electricity for the building
Transformation of
electricity for the building
for heating
Indoor temperature, °C
Air leakage value
Ventilation,
l/s
l/m2s
The dwelling’s external
perimeter area, m2
Living area, m2 BRA/
dwelling
Average thermal
transmittance, Um value*,
for the entire building
stock, W/m2K

Single-family houses
3,2

Multi-family dwellings Reference
1,6
STEM 2001

100 W/person
0,6

100 W/person
0,6

Boverket 1995
Boverket 1995

21 kWh*m3 HW/person

21 kWh *m3 HW/person

Assumed

20 %

20 %

Boverket 1995

5500 kWh*dwelling
80 %

5500 kWh*dwelling
80 %

NUTEK 1994
Boverket 1995

—
—

1286 kWh*dwelling
0%

Assumed
Boverket 1995

20,9
1,2

22,2
0,8

29
0,24
405

28
0,35
136

Notlén et al. 1993
Assumed
Notlén et al. 1993

122

80

Calculations based on
STEM 2001
STEM 2001

0,43

0,50

Notlén et al. 1993

*Um includes heat contribution from solar radiation via windows.

ANNEX 4: Applied yearly average building-related efficiency losses for
different heating systems, based on Wahlström et al. (2001).
Type

Single-family houses
Multi-family dwellings

District
heat

Electric
resistance
heating
0,88
0,90
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Natural
gas
1,00
1,00

Oil

0,85
0,90

Wood

0,82
0,85

0,59
0,70

ANNEX 5: Scheme representing the global process and working groups subprocesses for determining the total delivered energy to the building
(upcoming EU standards).
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ANNEX 6: Main input Data sheet (Software ConsolisEnergy+).
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ANNEX 7: Data quality requirements of the PCR for building products
Quality aspects
Representativness

Class
number
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

Completeness

Class 1
Class 2
Class 3

Technology and
geographical
coverage

Consistent allocation
method13

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

4
1
2
3
4

Class 1
Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

Precision

Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

Quality characteristics12

Data quality requirements of the PCR for Building Products

Primarily site-specific data are used
Other data representative for the own process are used
Other data, which are assumed to be a conservative estimate of the
actual data, are used
Other data, which are not assumed to be a conservative estimate of
the actual data are used, or classification information is lacking

The data substitutions require a documented motivation that verifies
that these data are assumed to be a conservative estimate of the real
data. These data substitution shall be documented and referred to
data quality class 3 (see below). For all cradle-to-gate product data,
data substitutions class 3 are accepted up to a maximum of 10% of
the total production’s environmental impact. 10% is the maximum
allowable contribution to any individual mandatory impact category in
the resulting cradle-to-gate LCA

90%

Data covering all known types of emissions.
Data covering all emissions to cover the most frequent impact
categories.
Data only covering few impact categories.
Completeness
Very poor data or classification information is lacking.
Best available practice
Common practice (average sector standard)
Inferior practice (poor standard)
Unknown or classification information is lacking.

For all cradle-to-gate product LCA data, quality class 3 (as specified
above) is acceptable up to a maximum of 10% of the total
environmental impact in the resulting cradle-to-gate LCA. Only 3% is
acceptable if the data is of quality class 4.12

87%

All inventory data are allocated based on uniform allocation procedures
based on the first (preferably) allocation procedure.
More than 95% of the inventory data are allocated based on uniform
allocation procedures based on the first (preferably) allocation
procedure and 5% on the second procedure (worst case). 12
More than 90% of the inventory data are allocated based on uniform
allocation procedures based on the first (preferably) allocation
procedure and 10% on the second procedure (worst case). 12
Less than 80% of the inventory data are allocated based on uniform
allocation procedures based on the first (preferably) allocation
procedure and 20% on other allocations procedures (e.g., input/output
analysis), or classification information is lacking.12
Data based on accurate measurements or calculations.
Data based on very few or uncertain measurings or calculations.
Data based on emission factors etc. or other rough estimations.
Precision
Classification information is lacking.

For all cradle-to-gate product data, quality class 1 and 2 (as specified
above) are accepted. However, for the main manufacturing process
data, only quality class 1 is accepted.

10%
0%

10%
3%

The technology and geographical representation of the reported
product’s environmental performance shall be reported in the
published ED under ‘LCA result’.
A technology coverage description shall be included if a specific
technology or technology mix is used that is characteristic for the
specific building product.
100%
manuf
0%

100%

0%

0%

For all cradle-to-gate product LCA data, quality class 3 (as specified
above) is accepted up to a maximum of 10%, and 3% if the data is of
quality class 4.14

87%
10%
3%

12
Detailed description of the quality characteristics is provided in ANNEX 1 of the Sirii SPINE documented and Quality Reviewed Environmental Data (Anna-Sofia Carlson and Martin Erlandson,
August 2002).
13
Here “consistency”, in the sense of ISO14044 standard, is addressed for the LCA methodological aspects related to the allocation.
14
The accepted percentage of data of a given quality class is defined as the maximum contribution to any individual mandatory impact category in the resulting cradle-to-gate LCA.
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ANNEX 8: Suggested data quality requirements of the PCR for new buildings
Quality aspects

Class
number

Representativness

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

Completeness

Technology and
geographical
coverage

15

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

Data quality requirements for the cradle to gate
phases (Supply of building products and
construction)
Site specific ED
Non site specific ED
80%
80% for Building products
15

20%
0%

20% for Building products
0%

Data quality requirements for the operation phase

Data quality requirements for the maintenance phase

Site specific ED
90%

Non site specific ED
100%16

Site specific ED
50%

10%
0%

0%

40%
10%

Non site specific ED
90%

10%

87%

87%

70%

10%
3%
The
technology
and If possible, The technology
geographical representation and geographical
of the reported products and representation of the
operations’
(e.g. reported products and
transportation of the BP) operations’ environmental
environmental performance performance shall be
shall be reported in the reported in the published
published ED under ‘LCA ED under ‘LCA result’. A
result’ for the products and technology coverage
operations’ that represent description is included, if
more than 2% of any of the possible, for the products
environmental impact of the and operations’ that
represent more than 2%
considered LC phase.
of any of the
environmental impact of
the considered LC phase.

10%
3%
If possible, The technology
The technology and
and geographical
geographical representation
representation of the
of all the reported services’
reported services’
environmental performance
environmental performance
must be reported in the
shall be reported in the
published ED under ‘LCA
published ED under ‘LCA
result’. A technology
coverage description shall be result’. A technology
coverage description is
included whatever the
included if possible whatever
technology or technology
the technology or
mix used. The geographical
technology mix used. In any
coverage should provide
case a regional or national
sufficient background
technology or technology
information for a clear
mix used is to be declared.
understanding of the life
Geographical coverage shall
cycle phases content and
be included if a specific
the sources of the LCA data.
geographical area is
characteristic for the specific
building and has been used
to collect LCA data for the
main process and the
upstream processes

25%
5%
The
technology
and A technology coverage
geographical representation of description shall be included
the reported products and if a specific technology or
operations’
environmental technology mix is used that
performance shall be reported is characteristic for any of
in the published ED under ‘LCA the specific building
result’
for
the
reported products or services. If not
products and services’ that possible, a regional or
represent more than 2% of national technology mix
any of the total environmental used is to be declared for
impact of the considered LC the reported products and
operations’ that represent
phase.
more than 2% of any of the
A technology coverage
total environmental impact
description shall be included if
a specific technology or
of the considered LC phase.
Geographical coverage shall
technology mix is used that is
be included if a specific
characteristic for any of the
geographical area is
specific building products or
characteristic for the specific
services. The geographical
building and has been used
coverage should provide
to collect LCA data for the
sufficient background
main process and the
information for a clear
upstream processes
understanding of the life cycle
phases content and the
sources of the LCA data.

For transport of BP, if no information on the location of the building site is available, the use of average transport distances from BP suppliers will be used. The data will be regional or national
depending on the level of knowledge of the ED maker.
For the construction phase, if no information on the location of the building site is available, average data from the constructor and its subcontractors will be used. All data used shall be justified
and documented.
16
For the calculation of the energy need (See corresponding chapter), if no information on the location of the building site and orientation of the building on site is available, hypothesis will be
defined and stated.
For District heating or cooling, if no information on the location of the building site is available, the use of average (regional or national) will be done.
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Consistent
allocation method

Time-related
coverage

Precision

Class
Class
Class
Class
-

1
2
3
4

Class
Class
Class
Class

1
2
3
4

100%

0%
Foreground data should not be older than two years. Use
of background data older than five years should be
motivated and documented in the LCA.
80%
17%
3%
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90%
10%
0%
The use of foreground data is accepted up to 2 or 5 years
depending on the type of building. Use of background data
older than two years should be motivated and documented
in the LCA.
90%
10%
0%

80%
20%
0%
Foreground data should not be older than five years. Use of
background data older than five years should be motivated
and documented in the LCA.
80%
20%
0%

END OF THE DOCUMENT
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